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USD Community Mourns Swanke Tragedy 
Senior Anne Swanke, the victim of a recent brutal slaying, in her final per­
formance of "An Elixir of Love" held last Sunday in Camino Theatre. 
Funds, Consciousness 
Raised for OXFAM 
By Scott Stevens 
Associate  Editor  
In order to aid in the fight against world 
hunger, USD donated over $2,800, the 
product of a week-long series of fundrais-
ing events, to OXFAM America. 
Father Mike McKay, director of Cam­
pus Ministry, was in charge of the fund-
raising program. "Though we are certainly 
happy about the money we were able to 
donate to OXFAM, raising funds was not 
our only goal. It was every bit as impor­
tant to raise the level of consciousness in 
the USD community about hunger. As 
Christians, it is our duty to aid those less 
fortunate than ourselves, so it was a goal 
to make the people of this campus aware 
that their help is desperately needed. I 
think that we succeeded in that goal." 
The money donated by the program 
goes to OXFAM America, a non-profit 
organization dedicated to the relief and 
eventual elimination of world famine. 
Each year, OXFAM selects a number of 
needy areas to which it donates not only 
foodstuffs, but manpower and materials 
which are crucial in helping the hungry 
"help themselves." Donating food is only 
a short-term source of aid, but teaching an 
impoverished people better farming 
techniques, etc., is the beginning of a solu­
tion to their famine. OXFAM has selected 
over ten counties in three different con­
tinents for their aid this year. The selec­
tion is based upon the literacy rate of the 
adults, infant mortality rate, and percen­
tage of malnourished children, as well as 
the average per capita annual income. 
In the more impoverished nations, such 
as Guatemala, many of the inhabitants 
earn as little as $200 per year, or less and 
as many as 12.1% of all babies born will 
die before reaching the age of 1 year. 
The money donated to OXFAM by 
USD came from six major sources. Zeta 
Tau Alpha Sorority donated $800, the 
proceeds from their student survival kit 
sales. The members of the seminary 
donated over $700 from the sale of 
balloons. Proceeds from Thursday, 
November 15th's day of fast totaled about 
$500, while the First Annual OXFAM 
Dance-a-Thon, sponsored by the Mission 
Club, and flower sales brought in $400. 
$300 was also donated from offerings at 
the masses on December 11 &. 18. There 
were also a great number of donations 
from individuals which have not, as yet, 
been totaled. 
The recent crisis in Ethiopia has attuned 
the citizens of USD, as well as of the 
United States to the great problem of 
world famine, according to Fr. McKay. 
However, he also stresses that there are 
many places all over the world where 
millions of people go to bed hungry every 
night. Ethiopia is not unique. It is for this 
reason, he says, that people fortunate 
enough to live in a country that does not 
know hunger, should be made aware of 
their great duty and responsibility to those 
people who cannot even be sure from 
where, or even if their next meal will 
come. 
By Emily Schell 
Editor-in-Chie/ 
An intense search for USD senior Anne 
Catherine Swanke, 22, came to a halt 
Saturday, November 24 when a hiker 
discovered her body in a remote area of 
Spring Valley. 
Swanke disappeared early Tuesday mor­
ning, November 20, after attending a 
sorority meeting at USD and then visiting 
her boyfriend. Her car apparently ran out 
of gas near Jackson &. Parkway drives in 
La Mesa en route to her home in San 
Carlos. She was last seen at 2:00 a.m. 
walking to her car with a can of gas pur­
chased at a service station two blocks 
away. An hour later, police found her 
1974 Dodge Colt abandoned with one 
door open and emergency lights on. 
Swanke's wallet, keys and gas can were on 
site. 
"We take great consolation in knowing 
that she is at rest," stated John Swanke, 
father of the victim and professor of 
philosophy at USD. "Anne has peace 
now, and for that we are glad. The deep 
grief which my family, myself and my 
friends have now will heal. We will con­
tinue to live and to remember the beauty 
of that person who is Anne." 
Thankful that Anne's discovery was not 
a drawn out affair, brother John, a 
graduate student at USD, said, "It's not a 
pleasant experience, but the family is do­
ing fine. We prepared ourselves upon the 
news Tuesday morning." Professor 
Swanke is expected to return to classes 
this Monday. 
"From what we have been told, we 
believe that Anne died defending her in­
tegrity. She preferred death to degrada­
tion," stated Professor Swanke. "That is 
hard for those of us who are left to mourn, 
but I hope it is an example to all—especial­
ly the young. I hope that everyone who 
knew Anne learns that virtue and integri­
ty are needed for happiness and peace." 
Though no statements have been releas­
ed by authorities, Monsignor Thomas 
Moloney also made reference to Swanke's 
integrity during the homily of the funeral 
mass held at Our Lady of Grace in El Ca-
jon yesterday. Referring to Anne as " a lit­
tle saint in our midst", she was compared 
to Saint Maria Goretti of Italy who died 
protecting her honor. 
Evidence surrounding the brutal slaying 
of Swanke is still retained by San Diego 
and La Mesa police authorities. It has 
been reported that there has been some 
assistance in the case from the FBI. The 
San Diego County coroner's office 
reported that Swanke was stabbed and cut 
numerous times about the neck. Tests 
concluded that she bled to death from 
stab wounds. The body was found fully 
clothed and test results to determine 
evidence of sexual assault have not yet 
been released. 
The murderer remains at large and a 
reward fund has been established through 
USD Public Relations for any concrete in­
formation leading to the arrest and con­
viction of the person(s) involved with 
Swanke's death. Contributions of $5 to 
$1000 were made to this fund which now 
totals $5,433. 
A seperate fund has been established at 
USD to benefit young women studying 
music and voice. "It is our hope that she 
will continue to live not only in the 
memory of those of us who knew her so 
well, but also in a living memory," said 
Cont. on page 17 
Seminarian Ken Camarillo prepares balloons for send-off. The seminarians 
donated over $700 to OXFAM with this fundraiser. Junior Aileen Kelly's 
balloon won her the grand prize hot-air balloon excursion. 
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Education School Benefits 
Harmon Dedication Tomorrow 
Harmon Hall, new home for the 
University of San Diego's School of 
Education, will be formally dedicated dur­
ing ceremonies beginning at 2 p.m. 
November 30 in Camino Theatre on the 
USD campus. 
Kenneth Blanchard, PhD, co-author of 
The One Minute Manager, will present the 
keynote address. 
Harmon Hall is a two-story, 
9,800-square foot facility that formerly 
housed USD's School of Business Ad­
ministration. The building was extensively 
remodeled during the past year for the 
School of Education after the University 
received a $500,000 gift in 1983 from Ray 
and Lu Harmon of Rancho Santa Fe. The 
building is named in honor of the couple. 
The Harmons and their two daughters, 
Heidi and Heather, who are USD grad­
uates, will attend the ceremonies. 
Harmon is a businessman and investor 
in California and the West. He and his 
wife made the gift to USD "because of the 
special affection we feel for the University, 
and because of our belief in USD's mission 
of a values-oriented education," Harmon 
said. "We also greatly admire President 
Hughes and his accomplishments, and feel 
that the University of San Diego exem-
YMCA Seeks 
Advisors 
This year, the Mission Valley YMCA is 
beginning all new teen programs for junior 
high and high school students. These pro­
grams will offer such activities as surfing, 
team sports, adventure activities such as 
skiing, rock climbing and white water raft­
ing and a teen model legislature. Do you 
have experience or an interest in any of 
these areas? 
The Mission Valley YMCA is currently 
looking for friendly , enthusiastic and 
mature young women and men to be adult 
advisors for these different programs. You 
will be trained by YMCA staff in the area 
of special teen needs and in the specifics of 
the program you are interested in . These 
are volunteer positions that offer an ex­
cellent chance for practical experience for 
Sociology, Recreation, P.E., Psychology, 
Teacher Ed. and other majors. 
The programs will be starting in 
November, December and January and 
will run on a three to four month calen­
dar. They require a two to four hour a 
week time commitment from advisors. 
There are also short term opportunities 
for adult leadership like winter weekend 
ski and camping trips. As advisors, trip 
fees are paid for by the YMCA. 
If interested in a chance to develop 
leadership skills, gain practical experience 
and have a great time, please contact Kelly 
McBride, YMCA Program Director, at 
298-3576 or Jesus Bautista, ASB Com­
munity Services Director, in the ASB Of­
fice for more information. 
Youth work can be really rewarding. 
Call and get involved. It can add a lot to 
your college year. 
LAST 
CHANCE!!! 
Turn in your 
creative writing/poetry 
entries to the VISTA 
office by Monday 
for contest. 
plifies the very best of what private educa­
tion is all about." 
Harmon Hall contains four classrooms, 
a seminar room, 22 faculty offices, a cur­
riculum resource center, student lounge, 
dean's office and administrative center. 
"The Harmons' generosity has provided 
us with a building that contains the space 
requirements we need to enhance our pro­
grams and continue our leadership role in 
preparing men and women for the field of 
education," said Dr. Edward DeRoche, 
dean of the School of Education. "It also 
gives us a central location to bring 
together education professors and 
students, creating a community at­
mosphere that will strengthen our 
teaching efforts. 
Authors At USD 
One Minute Manager co-author Dr. 
Blanchard is an internationally known 
management consultant. He earned both 
his doctorate and undergraduate degrees 
from Cornell University and a master's 
degree from Colgate University. Dr. Blan­
chard is a member of the USD School of 
Education Advisory Board. 
USD's School of Education was 
established in 1972. The school offers 
undergraduate courses designed to meet 
California credential requirement; 
master's degrees in counselor education, 
curriculum and instruction, educational 
administration, and special education; 
and a doctorate in educational leadership. 
Current enrollment in the school is 275 
undergraduate and graduate students. 
Hurley Revises Logic 
By Scott Stevens 
Associate Editor 
A Concise Introduction to Logic, the 
number two best-selling textbook in the 
field of logic, has recently entered its se­
cond edition. Its author is USD professor, 
Dr. Patrick J. Hurley. 
The book is a general introductory text 
in the field of logic at the undergraduate 
college level. In its first four years of 
publication, the book has been used by 
over 200 colleges and universities in­
cluding USD. The book is the second 
most widely used text in the field of logic 
in the United States, and is only slightly 
behind its competitor, Introduction to 
Logic" which is in its 31st year of publica­
tion. 
Dr. Hurley thinks that his text is better 
than his competitor's because it is more 
concisely written, while still covering all 
the standard things that a logic text 
should. Dr. Hurley also believes his text to 
be much easier to understand. "It captures 
the essential ideas that should go into a 
logic course with a minimum amount of 
clutter and a maximum number of illustra­
tions and exercises." 
The second edition differs from the first 
Flowing Blood 
Donations 
By Tom Seyler 
Staff Writer 
The USD Blood Drive, which was held 
on November 6 and 7, was a bigger success 
than that of a year ago, according to a 
nurse from the Blood Drive. 
Of the 174 people that showed up, 60 of 
them made appointments and 127 of 
them were eligible to donate. People were 
turned away for various reasons, ranging 
from recent colds to dental problems. The 
University Reserve Fund had 123 people 
pledge blood toward the fund. This allows 
people from our community to receive 
blood when it is needed. 
300 to 400 pints of blood are needed 
daily for the approximately 30 hospitals in 
the area, so the demand for blood is very 
high. "There is no substitute for human 
blood," a worker at the Drive noted. 
The next Blood Drive at USD will be 
held on February 19 and 20, and there will 
be another one April 23 and 24. They will 
continue on a two-day Drive which allows 
more time for appointments. A special 
thanks should be given to those who par­
ticipated and contributed to this month's 
Blood Drive and all are encouraged to 
donate in the upcoming drives. 
in that it is stronger in the areas of regular 
language applications, such as editorials. It 
does, however, retain the structure of the 
first edition. 
The second edition of A Concise In­
troduction to Logic is a nine-chapter volume 
of 498 pages. It includes over 1,700 exer­
cises and has a suggested retail price of 
$20.95, the same price as the first edition. 
The book is published by the Wadsworth 
Publishing Company of California. 
"I wrote the book because I felt there 
was a need for a clear logic text in the 
university market. I also wanted to see if I 
could take first place away from Irving 
Copi (author of Introduction to Logic)," 
stated Dr. Hurley. When asked how he 
felt about the almost instant success of his 
book, climbing to number two in a field of 
over 35 books in just four years, Dr. 
Hurley said, 'Well, you can't conquer 
Rome in a day, but I'm quite pleased." 
Dr. Hurley was born in Spokane, 
Washington, and majored in Mathematics 
as an undergraduate at Gonzaga Universi­
ty. He earned his PhD at Saint Louis 
University in 1972, and was hired the 
same year by USD. "I liked it, so I've been 
here ever since." he commented. 
Senator 
To Speak 
By Scott Stevens 
Associate Editor 
S e n a t o r  J o s e p h  R .  B i d e n  J r .  
(D-Delaware) will be presented by the 
Speaker's Bureau on Thursday, November 
29, at 8:00 p.m. in Salomon Lecture Hall. 
Now serving his second term as a 
United States Senator, Biden was first 
elected in 1972, and re-elected in 1978. In 
the senate, Biden served on many commit­
tees, including the Committee on Foreign 
Relations, he was also the Chairman of 
the Senate Democratic Task Force on 
Crime. 
Biden is renown in the political arena 
for being the Chairman of the United 
States Senate Delegation on SALT II, in 
Moscow, USSR, in 1979. Biden also ser­
ved on the Commission on United States-
Soviet Relations. 
Born in Scranton, Pennsylvania, Biden 
received his degree in law from the 
University School of Law, Syracuse, New 
York in 1968. He is the father of three 
sons. Biden gained his first political ex­
perience as a member of the New Castle 




9IX -  TONIGHT!!! 
THURSDAY, NOV. 29th - 9:30 p.m. 
IN THE LARK 
(STUDENT UNION) 
FREE FOOD & REFRESHMENTS 
WITH DANCING 
?? Need a Christmas Present and Card ?? 
Why not order a 
MUSICAL CHRISTMAS CARD 
Cards play 3 tunes with many styles to choose from. 
Compare price of $3.75 to card shop prices of $4.00 to $8.00 each. 
To place an order/see samples, please call: 
448-0055 
evenings and weekends 
CALL NOW WHILE THERE IS A GOOD SUPPLY. 
Campus Notes 
*91X Night TONIGHT in the Lark! 9:30 p.m., Student Union. 
Fri., Nov. 30 is the day for Harmon Hall Dedication, all day. 
"Phi Alpha Delta raffle, Fri., details TBA. 
*Phi Kappa Theta TG, Fri., 3-6 p.m., Canyon. 
Film Forum presents "The Big Chill," Fri., 7:30 p.m., Camino 
Theater. FREE! 
"Sat., Dec. 1, SAT testing, Serra Hall, details TBA. 
"Sun., Dec. 2, Mass, Founder's Chapel, 7 p.m. 
"Sun., Dec. 2, Mission Club Meeting/Yearbook Picture!!! 8:17 p.m. 
Founders 128. 
* REGISTRATION TAKES PLACE ALL THIS WEEK, Dec. 3-7!! 
*Mon., Dec. 3, ICC meeting, 12:15 p.m., Salomon Lecture Hall. 
"SAA meeting, Mon., 9:30 p.m., DeSales Board Room. 
"Tue., Dec. 4, Program Board meeting, 12 p.m., SHCR. 
*Music Seminar, Tues., 12:15 p.m., Camino Theater. 
* Wed., Dec. 5, holds in store a Bullpen event, 12 noon, Student Union. 
*UNA meeting, Wed., 12 p.m., H106. 
"Orchestra Rehearsal, Wed., 7 p.m., Camino Theater. 
""Being There" presented by Film Forum, Wed., 9 p.m., Salomon Lec­
ture Hall. 
"Thurs., Dec. 6, ASB Senate meeting, 11:15 a.m., Salomon Lecture 
Hall. 
"Hear the San Diego Guitar Quartet in the French Parlor, Thurs., 
12 p.m. 
ASB Profile 
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Attention Indians 
If you are at least one-fourth American 
Indian, Eskimo, or Aleut, you may be 
eligible for grants or scholarships through 
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Criteria for 
these grants are that you show financial 
need, be enrolled at an accredited univer­
sity, and carry at least 12 units with a 2.0 
GPA. Applications must be filled out 
almost a year in advance, so if you feel you 
are qualified, you should come to the 
scholarship office in Serra room 320 and 
get your application. Other grants are 
available from many different tribal 
groups also, and assistance ranges from 
full financial assistance to smaller awards 
for clothing and incidentals. To apply for 
these funds, write to your tribal head­
quarters, Attention: Educational Special­
ist. 
Many churches, foundations and other 
organizations offer scholarships, grants 
and loans for American Indians. You 
should also consult public or school 





The National Scholarship Trust Fund 
committee is announcing its 22nd annual 
Fellowship Competition for the 1985-86 
academic year. The printing, publishing 
and packing industries plan to award 
several graduate fellowships to those ap­
plicants in the fields of mathematics, 
chemistry, physics, industrial education, 
engineering, and business technology, 
provided the area of study has potential 
application in the printing, publishing, 
and packaging industries. The awards will 
not be limited to these fields of study, but 
the student must be planning on seeking 
employment at the managerial or educa­
tional level in the graphic communica­
tions industry, must demonstrate ability 
and special aptitude for advanced educa­
tion in the sciences and education, and 
must be admitted as a graduate student 
prior to the beginning of their fellowship. 
Selection will be based on academic 
records, scores achieved in tests of scien­
tific aptitude and recommendations 
regarding each applicant's ability to carry 
out his or her program during the tenure 
of the award. Applications and other sup­
porting material must be submitted by 
January 10, 1985. For further information, 




Hawaiian Trust will provide financial 
aid for college students who meet certain 
eligibility requirements. Broad require­
ments for all scholarship funds are that all 
applicants be residents of the state of 
Hawaii and be attending an accredited 
university full time. Other eligibility re­
quirements are stipulated for each of the 
different scholarships. The deadline to 
submit all application materials is March 
1, 1985. These materials consist of CSS-
FAF (Financial Aid Form), a personal let­
ter, official transcripts, two letters of re­
commendation, and a single sheet applica­
tion. Applications are available in the 
scholarship office in Serra room 320 along 
with all other information on scholarship 
criteria. 
Drive To Aid Needy 
Last Christmas, the Linda Vista Health 
Clinic identified six families in desperate 
need of food and clothing. Through the 
generous response of the USD Com­
munity, provisions were made for ten 
needy families. The Clinic has asked for 
additional support this year, noting an 
even greater need due to cutbacks in many 
social services. 
Through the combined efforts of ASB 
Community Services, the Mission Club, 
Sigma Pi Fraternity and Public Relations 
Neighborhood House Committee, a Food-
Clothing-Toy Drive will be held 
November 29 through December 13 on 
campus to benefit the needy in the Linda 
Vista Community. Any extra item col­
lected will be distributed to the poor and 
orphans in Tijuana, Mexico. 
Contributions of these items may be 
made at drop-off locations in the ASB Of­
fice, Student Affairs, Mission Crossroads, 
Public Relations or in residence halls. 
Your contributions will help make some­
one else's Christmas a little brighter, 
warmer and cheerful. 
Sorianello Takes 
Charge of Justice 
Dante Sorianello, ASB Secretary of 
Justice. 
By Sharon Stegmuller 
S t a f f  W r i t e r  
USD's Secretary of Justice, Dante 
Sorianello, is more than just a law-abiding 
student. 
To begin with, he's a member of the 
ASB Executive Board, a Senate member, 
and the Traffic Court Coordinator. 
His job as Secretary of Justice entails 
operating the Traffice Court and presiding 
over the Student Court which is the first 
check in the legislative process of club and 
organization constitutions and other such 
matters. 
Traffic Court is held every Tuesday at 
11:30 in the bottom of Serra Hall in the 
Student Union. Sorianello and his court 
listen to the arguments of students and 
faculty that have received tickets from 
USD Security. The court then decides 
whether the ticket fines should be drop­
ped, decreased, or left as is. 
Sorianello also runs the Student Court. 
His responsibilities here include making 
sure that clubs and organizations submit 
valid and clear constitutions. Student 
Court also has the power to take 
legislative action against clubs and 
organizations that disobey postering 
regulations. 
Being ASB Secretary of Justice, 
however, is not the only agenda item on 
Sorianello's schedule. His involvement in 
Sigma Pi Fraternity, Intramurals, and the 
Rugby Club also demands his attention. 
Aside from school activities, Dante en­
joys hunting, fishing, camping, tennis, 
and golf. He's the youngest of three sons. 
Born in Northridge, California, he then 
moved to Encino California where he at­
tended Carmelite High School. 
When asked why he chose USD he 
responded "I liked the atmosphere of the 
University and I was also recruited for 
football." He says that it's a good feeling 
knowing the majority of the people one 
sees each day on campus. 
Next semester Sorianello wants to try 
and give school spirit a shot in the arm. 
He also wants to learn more about the in­
ternal operations in the ASB. 
He mentions that Security is pleased 
with the smooth operating of the Student 
Traffic Court during this Fall semester and 
he aims to preserve that constancy in the 
future. 
Drive To Benefit 
Alcoholic Women 
Most of us will spend our holiday season 
within a nucleus of family and friends, 
sharing love and exchanging gifts. In our 
security it is easy to forget those persons 
who suffer the pain of estrangement from 
a normal home life, such as alcoholic 
women in recovery homes. In its annual 
service project, the Alcala Women's Club 
asks you to help spread the Christmas 
spirit by donating stocking stuffers to the 
California Women's Commission of Alco­
holism. The stocking stuffers will be gifts 
to women who are rehabilitating from 
alcoholism in the recovery homes of the 
CWCA's San Diego chapter. 
The perfect stocking stuffers do not 
have to be expensive. Stationery, cosme­
tics, bath items, pantyhose, fingernail 
polish, calendars, and books all are 
welcome items for women who have been 
left with little but the desire to overcome 
alcohol dependency. You can bring your 
gifts from December 2—13th to the follow­
ing locations: Student Affairs, Student 
Accounts, Copley Library, Registrar's, 
Law School, Camino/Founders, Mission 
Crossroads, and the ASB Office. 
The tragedy of alcoholic women is that 
they often lose everything, including the 
support systems of husbands, family, and 
home life. Often the women have no work 
skills, so the Women's Commission not 
only assists in the recovery from 
alcoholism but also in the development of 
the abilities necessary for job acquistion 
and an independent life. You can add 
some bright holiday cheer to the lives of 
these women by remembering to bring a 




The third annual Holiday Craft Fair will 
be held on the campus of the University of 
San Diego on Wednesday and Thursday, 
December 12 and 13 from 9:00 a.m. to 
4:00 p.m. 
Local artisans will display their work in 
front of Serra Hall. Holiday and gift items 
will be on display and for sale including 
etchings, hand-crafted jewelry, floral ar­
rangements, personalized Christmas 
stockings, stained glass, mirrors, sculpture 
and more. Holiday refreshments will be 
available. 
There is no admission charge to the 
Craft Fair sponsored by USD Student Af­
fairs. For information contact Barbara 
Schmitz, assistant director of student ac­
tivities, 260-4590. 
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Opinions 
Letters to the Editor 
Greeks Defend Their Function At USD 
Dear Editor: 
We would like to respond to your rather 
ridiculous and erroneous editorial of the 
last Vista issue entitled "What function 
have Greeks at USD." Whoever you are, 
you apparently know little, if anything, 
about Greek life. 
To begin with we resent having the 
"three fraternities and three sororities" 
referred to as "non-academic Greek 
organizations". What you apparently 
believe to be an academic Greek organiza­
tions is, in fact, referred to as an honorary 
or professional society. While we may be 
non-honorary or non-professional, we are 
anything but non-academic. The fact of 
the matter is that all of the fraternities at 
USD have overall GPA's well above the 
all men's average. In addition all of the 
fraternities and sororities have structurally 
sound academic programs within their 
o r g a n i z a t i o n s  r a n g i n g  f r o m  
study/brothers to academic achievement 
trophies and scholarships. We simply re­
sent being referred to as non-academic 
"party" groups by people like yourself, 
who know nothing about us and ap­
parently have no desire to learn. 
We commend you on your notice of the 
recent growth of Greeks on our campus 
and the realization that we sponsor many 
of the (.and we might add successful) social 
events held at USD. However, your ap­
p a r e n t  u n d e r s t a n d i n g  o f  t h e  
brother/sisterhood bond that we share is 
far too shallow to go unnoticed by us. 
Your sloppy reference to brotherhood and 
sisterhood comes across as a fancy word or 
clever cliche to define the fraternity or 
s o r o r i t y  e x p e r i e n c e .  T r u e  
brotherhood/sisterhood is not simply a 
definition or charicature of fraternities 
and sororities; it is a way of life and as 
such, it goes far beyond the auspices of 
simple comaraderie or unity into the con­
fines of Christian living. The gross rape of 
this word by non-Greeks like yourself has 
left these ideals in shambles to all but 
those who truly appreciate what they 
mean. 
Perhaps now you can see how stupid 
your claim is about exclusivism by frater­
nities and sororities because of their bonds 
o f  b r o t h e r h o o d / s i s t e r h o o d .  W h a t  i s  
ironic, is that you can even conceive mak­
ing a statement like that. And what does 
exclusivism have to do with wearing shirts 
around campus? Every club and organiza­
tion at USD has shirts. We wear them, 
like everyone else, because we are proud of 
our affiliation with our particular group. If 
that is exclusivism then you are just as 
guilty every time you put on a Vista staff 
p r e s s  p a s s .  T h e  f a c t  i s  t h a t  w e  m a y  b e  
selective, just like every other organization 
in the world, but we are not restrictive or 
exclusive. 
Which brings us to your next point—at­
tacking our "preference parties" and Rush 
functions. Preference parties are just what 
t h e y  s o u n d  l i k e — o u r  p r e f e r e n c e ;  a n d  a s  
such they are selective, not restrictive. 
There is good reason for them, too. Rush 
is an opportunity for interested men and 
women to find out what fraternity and 
sorority life is all about. If the 600+ people 
that attended our open Rush parties were 
truly interested in joining, we would have 
600+ pledges this semester. The fact is 
that most, as always, were there tor good 
times and free liquor. We're glad they en­
joyed themselves, but if we do not spend 
our time and energies with those who 
want to find our more about fraternity 
life, then Rush would be useless. Without 
preference parties we would not have the 
quality or quantity of time that those men 
and women deserve. 
Finally our response to your criticism on 
our emphasis in regards to community ser­
vice. We're sure you are not around when 
any of the checks are signed that send 
thousands of dollars to various philan­
thropies around the country. We wonder 
if you stood at the doors to the blood 
bank last week and counted how many 
Greeks donated blood. Were you around 
last year when we brought 20 physically 
and mentally handicapped children to 
USD because they were looking for a col­
lege to attend? Or did you know we incur­
red the costs for another 20 to spend the 
day at Sea World? And what about food 
and clothing to the Tijuana orphanages 
and cleaning up Linda Vista Road last 
semester? And have you forgotten all the 
OXFAM projects or serving a pancake 
breakfast to the poor and homeless 
downtown? 
We don't think we need to list all the 
social functions the Greeks have done 
because it is apparent that you know what 
they are since they are all you looked at. 
The fact remains, our community service 
projects are in no way threatened by our 
social functions. 
As for animosity, if you look closely we 
think you will find that it does not come 
from the Greeks. We do not force Greek 
life on anyone. Our doors are constantly 
open to anyone who wishes to find out 
what Greek life has to offer, and we accept 
the choice of those who feel it is not 
something they are looking for. Yet, how 
often must we listen to people like yourself 
telling us our way is wrong? 
As for our creeds and environment, 
they are no different than USD's and not 
only do we look to the future, but to the 
past as well—a past that tells us we have 
been here for 23 years, long before USD 
even had dreams of being founded. It is 
only attitudes like yours that threaten to 
undermine our future. 
Peter McGuine, 
Mike Wisniewski 
Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity 
Solutions Are Offered Service 
For Parking Problem Thanks 
Dear Editor, 
I have just returned to my room follow­
ing a 20 minute unsuccessful venture to 
locate a parking place. Now, I wouldn't 
have been so bothered if my goal was at 
least attainable, but alas, it was not to be. I 
finally had to park, once again, in the 
seminary parking lot, which will probably 
earn me another pink slip. This parking 
situation is ridiculous, especially in the 
Valley area. There are far too few spaces 
for the amount of vehicles that need to use 
them. Yet, our ever-vigilant USD security 
force insists we must find a legal space, or 
suffer dire consequences. So we've agreed 
that there's a problem. However, the solu­
tions I've heard border on the edge of 
ludicrous. One that comes to mind is the 
idea to paint over the current white lines, 
and repaint newer, smaller spaces. At 
best, this will only add 7-10 spaces, not to 
mention the thousands of dollars in re­
painting our car doors, because of dings, 
scratches, and dents. Instead of this, why 
not open the seminary parking lot to 
residents? I have yet to see a day when 
more than three cars belonging to the 
seminary and its guests are in the lot, thus 
leaving the other 25+ spaces free. If this 
could be opened up it would provide a 
small safety valve for the situation. 
Another suggestion would be to make the 
crossroads cul-de-sac a passenger zone. It is 
ridiculous that someone can't go down to 
the circle, park for a few minutes to pick 
someone up, and not receive a parking or 
rfire-zone ticket! This brings me to my next point, USD- -security. While I sincerely believe that the members of the force are 
well-meaning, I really think they should 
spend more time patrolling the campus in­
stead of booking meaningless parking 
violaters. I know of three vehicles, all of 
them Volkswagens, that have been vic­
timized in the past two weeks. One of 
them, a Jetta GLI, was actually jacked up 
and the wheels were removed and the tires 
slashed. The incredible thing was that this 
didn't occur in some remote part of cam­
pus, it occurred in the brightly lit 
Camino/Olin Hall parking lot. How they 
had the time to jack up the vehicle, etc. 
without being discovered is beyond me. 
Maybe if security had been patrolling in­
stead of writing, this incident could have 
been prevented. It is very good to have a 
security force on campus, if it is properly 
: implemented. 
~""Tn closing, I really think that if most of 
us pay eight grand or more a year to go 
here, we ought to be able to park. We 
should be able to leave our vehicles park­
ed, with the comfort of mind knowing 
they won't be touched. These basic pro­
blems should be addressed before we look 




Please extend my sincerest appreciation 
and thanks to those individuals who have 
provided their valuable service and time 
during the Senior Citizens Outreach 
Weekend. This project would not have 
been possible if these young men and 
women had not generously donated their 
service. 
I also would like to congratulate the 
Brothers of Sigma Chi Delta Pledge Class 
for winning the $100 cash prize. 
Again, thanks to all. 
Sincerely, 
Jesus Jose Bautista 
Director, ASB Community Services 
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Commentary 
Greek System Within 
USD Community 
By Gerry Pizarro 
Negative attitudes and personality con­
flicts have recently developed between the 
Greek system and the USD Community. 
This development should be of a major 
concern to those students, particularly the 
Freshmen, whose length of stay at USD 
will be 3 to 4 years. 
An increasing number of students have 
expressed disappointment concerning the 
direction the fraternities and sororities 
have taken within USD. 
A major misunderstanding seems to be 
the concept of brotherhood. One of the 
goals of a Greek organization is to create 
and establish a sense of brotherhood 
within the fraternity or sorority. The con­
flict arises when USD students, outside 
the Greek system, view this brotherhood 
as extreme cliques or even elitist cliques 
who are insensitive and unkind to those 
around them. 
I sincerely believe that a true 
brotherhood that is beneficial to the pro­
gressions of USD is one who is not only 
loyal and true to those within his/her 
fraternity or sorority, but also is percep­
tive, and sensitive, caring and kind, to 
those outside the Greek organization. A 
negative brotherhood is an organization 
that projects an insensitive, unkind, and 
elitist attitude. An attitude which, when 
projected in large numbers, can be a very 
negative influence on such a small student 
community. 
An elitist attitude is a very advantagious 
characteristic in life when put in proper 
It might be important to project this elitist 
attitude to those in the outside world, but 
is it necessary to project elitism within a 
USD campus of 3,000 students? Ask 
yourself this: "Is it necessary to impress 
one's own friends?" No, because they ac­
cept you for who you are, not who you ap­
pear to be. 
It is important that a sense of realization 
develop within those students of the USD 
community and a change in perspective 
develop within those students involved in 
the Greek system. 
We, the students should come to the 
realization that the college Greek system 
promotes strong brotherhood and strong 
loyalty, to those within a Greek organiza­
tion and they should be given distance 
and space, or at least respect their rights 
and opinions. With realization must come 
acceptance, accepting the fact that this 
type of system can sometimes lead to ex­
clusive cliques, with exclusive attitudes. 
But not only must one extremist view 
change their way of thinking, so must the 
other extremist view change their perspec­
tive. A change in perspective is needed 
within all of us involved in the Greek 
System in that not only should strong 
brotherhood be promoted, but also realiz­
ing that we are all USD students. The 
Greek system is within the USD community, 
the USD community is not within the Greek 
system. 
An integration of the two extremist 
views is essential to the progression of the 
university. A segregation is slowly becom­
ing visible within the campus; not yet visi-
perspective. Elitism is a positive quality ble enough to be seen, but strong enough 
because it signifies the need to be the best 
and the striving to be on a higher level 
than everyone else. This need to be on a 
higher level is excellent because it implies 
future success in one's life. This type of at­
titude is quite visible throughout the USD 
campus. It can be seen by the way 
students talk, the way students act, the 
cars they drive, and the clothes they wear. 
But when this mental quality is not put in 
perspective, then the whole scene gets gay. 
B- Garbage 
Dear Editor, 
Last week some friends of mine and I 
went to see the Terminator because it was 
the biggest movie in the country. We all 
felt it was pure garbage and would have 
done better on a humor level. However, 
Associate Editor Scott Stevens gave this 
film a B-. Now, I understand that everyone 
is entitled to their opinion, but he must be 
joking when he says it's "not too bad." A 
not too bad film should rate a C at best. 
Mr. Stevens states in the article that Ter­
minator "lacks the nuances of plot and 
sophistication to make it an enjoyable mo­
tion picture", that Schwarzenegger "can 
flex muscles much better than he can act", 
and that the acting in general "leaves 
much to be desired". And then he gives 
the film a B-! Just what is your criteria for 
your grading scale? 
signed, 
Charles Reuss 
to be felt. 
This article was written to ignite the 
thoughts of others concerning this topic, a 
topic which is important to those who 
plan to be at USD for a significant period 
of time. This article was also written to 
point out feelings of students before a ma­
jor problem can ever occur. Let us leave 
those major problems to UCLA or SDSU, 





My congratulations and gratitude to the 
ASB Speaker's Bureau—especially to Mr. 
Paul Davis—for bringing us Fr. McCor-
mick on November 13th. 
The lecture topic was provocative and I 
think Mr. Davis should be commended 
for his efforts to find speakers of Fr. Mc-
Cormick's calibre who not only entertain 
us but who also make us think. This is a 
refreshing and welcome sign of life on our 
campus. 
Keep up the good work! 
Fr. Ron Pachence, 
Chairman, 
Dept. of Religious Studies 
From the Desk, . . 
A cheerful ray of sunshine ... a sparkle in our midst. Anne Swanke was a 
true inspiration to those who knew her. Her warm smile, and eternal giving spirit 
was offered to all—how fortunate are we to have shared in her life. 
The USD community benefited from Anne's talents shared through the music 
she brought to our stage, our church and our gatherings. What she had was not 
kept by herself, but shared with others. Her beauty and faith were especially im­
pressive. She firmly believed in God, in herself and in others. Wherever she went, 
those accepting gained from Anne. She was happy, content and at ease. Now she 
lays in eternal rest. 
Anne is but another innocent victim. Her case hits us particularly hard because 
of our association with her. Unfortunately, there will always be disheartening 
stories such as this, and there will always be the pain and suffering attached. 
She ran out of gas. Should that cause one to lose their life? Yet precautions can 
be taken. Are we so busy with our lives that we fail to recognize potential hazards 
such as this? It can be simple, or it could be disastrous. 
Scheduling daily affairs too often hinders our vision and leaves us vulnerable to 
the dangers in this society. 
This tragic affair combinded with the recent attempted rape on campus brings 
sensitivity back home. The fact is that this world is not always safe, and includes 
people that have a disregard for laws, morals and virtues. Our awareness to this 
fact, and precautious lifestyles will help. 
Fortunately, USD is a community bound in trust, faith and reciprocal support. 
Unity exists amongst members of our community. The shared caring spirit is a 
unique feature in our community. If only the world could take note of our exam­
ple, incidents such as Anne's would not occur. 
We have learned from Anne's life, and can learn from her death. Before we see 
more opportunities for these crimes, let us be aware and active. 
—Emily Schell 
Edi tor - in  Chie f  
More Letters 
Terminator Fan Speaks 
Dear Scott Stevens, 
How long have you been a film 
reviewer? I was surprised by your review of 
The Terminator. You gave the movie a B-. I 
have to disagree with you. You apparently 
did not pay much attention to the film. 
Arnold Schwarzenegger was superb as 
the cyborg. He did a good job combining 
muscle with cold humor. Your facts are a 
little off. The cyborg did not "haphazzard-
ly" kill anyone that he happened to come 
near. He killed anyone that he thought 
was a threat to him or his mission, which 
was to terminate the mother of the future 
leader of mankind in the struggle against 
the machines. The Terminator did not 
wander through the police station and kill 
10 police officers, he methodically made 
his way through the station searching for 
the girl, killing at least 29 of the 30 officers 
in the building. Also, the Terminator and 
the Soldier (Michael Biehn ) did not travel 
back to the tenth century. For your infor­
mation (maybe you should make a note of 
this), they travelled back to the twentieth 
century. The Terminator also has a plot, a 
very interesting one at that, but I guess 
you missed it. The film also has character; 
enough to send me back to see it twice. 
I took a poll of the people that I knew 
who saw the film, and we give The Ter­
minator an A. 
Mike Casper 
FLOWER CREATIONS 
Christmas Specials Delivered On Campus 
1) DOZEN ROSES in a box $25.00 
(with Baby's Breath and Fern) 
2) DOZEN CARNATIONS in a box $15.00 
(with Baby's Breath and Fern) 
3) CHRISTMAS FLOWERBASKET Arrangement $18.00 
* BON US SPECIAL* 
Christmas Bud Vase 
(1 Red and 1 White Carnation 
with Baby's Breath and Fern) 
• Good Thru Dec. 22, 1984 
• Full Floral Service Available 
• All Orders are delivered on campus 
Only $3.00 
with above purchase 
Limit 2 per order 
without above order $5.00 
Phone Orders Only 
(619) 273-6624 
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University Presidents 
Weaken Education 
Innovative, Helpful Programs 
USPS—A decline in the power and aca­
demic influence of college and university 
presidents is weakening college liberal arts 
education, concluded the head of a study 
panel on higher education. 
Only 20 percent of college presidents 
play any role in the academic affairs of 
their institutions, said Clark Kerr, former 
president of the University of California. 
Kerr headed the 18-member commission 
from the Association of Governing Boards 
of Universities and Colleges. 
"If general education and liberal learn­
ing are to have champions, they must be 
found among the academic administra­
tors," Kerr said. "As the presidency and 
the academic administration go, so goes 
general education and liberal learning in 
American colleges and universities." 
Furthermore, the study found the 
presidents are underpaid, overworked and 
wield little power on their campuses. Dur­
ing any two-year period about 30 percent 
of college presidents are leaving or think­
ing about leaving their positions. One 
quarter of them are dissatisfied with their 
jobs. 
The panel spent two and one-half years 
interviewing over 400 college presidents, 
presidents' spouses, trustees and faculty 
before recently issuing its report, 
"Presidents Make a Difference: Strength­
ening Leadership in Colleges and Univer­
sities." 
According to Kerr, the college presiden­
cy began to decline after World War II 
with the enormous increase in college en­
rollment. The decline continued in the 
1960's when student rebellion showed that 
"you could dethrone a president easily," 
Kerr said. 
After completing his study, Kerr found 
the average.term of today's college presi­
dent is seven years, compared with 11 
years in 1960. Taking into account the 
first year of learning the job and the lame 
duck final year, the effective length of the 
term is five years. 
Part of the problem, Kerr said, is finding 
qualified people for the job. Most 
educators prefer to be second in com­
mand, allowing them more involvement 
with students and academic concerns. 
David Riesman, a Harvard sociologist 
and member of the panel, said the con­
straints on college presidents have made it 
difficult to fill jobs with good candidates. 
Instead of concerning themselves with 
academic affairs, presidents must deal with 
fundraising, athletics, recruitment and, in 
public institutions, legislative matters. 
Another problem facing college presi­
dents is the growing involvement of 
trustees in "administrative" issues. Instead 
of making only policy decisions, Kerr said 
trustees are determining appointments 
and admissions as well. Many trustees also 
cause problems for presidents by forming 
cliques within the board. After publicly 
praising his trustees, one president told 
Kerr privately that he could not face his 
board much longer. 
Faculty union contracts also strip a pres­
ident's power by limiting presidential in­
fluence on academic policy. 
In short, Kerr said, college presidents are 
managers rather than leaders. "It is very 
difficult to give the needed leadership 
because of the changing nature of the 
presidency—from 'academic leader' to 
'manager,' " Kerr said. "To do the most 
good for the curriculum, the president 
must be involved in the fuller range of 
academic affairs. He must be an academic 
as well as an executive officer." 
Kerr found many presidents over­
worked, pressured and lonely. Surprising­
ly, however, it was presidents' spouses 
who were often most desperately unhappy 
and angry. 
"I haven't ever been hugged by so many 
women just for being there to listen," Kerr 
said. 
At small colleges, Kerr said presidents' 
wives not only arranged dinners, but often 
provided the china and silverware at their 
own expense. The financial and workload 
pressures of the college presidency often 
cause breakdowns in husband and wife re­
lations. Children of college presidents 
often feel neglected, and the tensions often 
lead to family break-ups. 
In conclusion, Kerr criticized college 
presidents for not getting involved in 
public affairs. In an interview last month, 
Kerr quoted Rev. Theodore M. Hesburgh, 
president of Notre Dame, as saying, "Any­
one who refuses to speak out off-campus 
does not deserve to be listened to on cam­
pus." 
4th Annual BAACHUS 
CELEBRITY ROAST 
Saturday, Dec. 1 
DeSales Board Room 
$3 w/meal card 
$6 w/out meal card 
Featuring: 
Father Owen J. Mullen 
Continuing Education 
Keeps the Pace 
By Christina Burke 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
It's not easy to keep up on new changes 
or ideas in a career. At USD, the School 
of Continuing Education focuses their 
time offering classes and seminars to pro­
fessionals to help them keep pace with the 
changing professional world. 
The philosophy behind the School of 
Continuing Education is to meet the 
needs of today's professional world by pro­
viding innovative professional enrichment 
programs. These programs are geared to 
make career information and insights 
more assessible. 
This past February, 1984, the USD com­
munity saw the dedication of the Douglas 
F. Manchester Executive Conference 
Center. The Center consists of an 
auditorium, classrooms, seminar rooms 
and the Board of Trustees meeting room. 
The purpose and function of the Center, 
Help Wanted! 
Volunteers to help struggling children 
with learning difficulties succeed. Immedi­
ate openings city-wide. Training provided! 
Qualifications: patience, a positive atti­
tude, and a willingness to help a discour­
aged child improve his basic subjects: 
math, reading, spelling and language. If 
you have three hours a week to give of 
yourself in order to help a child in our 
community succeed, please call Project 
Success at 274-0484, ext. 386. The rewards 
are limitless. 
as a gathering place where the University's 
interdependent relationship with the com­
munity is recognized. The Center is the 
setting for top level conferences, meetings 
of the Board of Trustees, and many of the 
University's community service programs; 
seminars, public lectures, and Continuing 
Education classes. 
The School of Continuing Education 
works out of the Center and rents out the 
facilities to selected conferences. Space is 
left open for some campus functions. The 
revenue raised from conferences held at 
the Center goes to the USD operating 
budget and to fund other Continuing Ed­
ucation programs. 
Continuing Education creates their own 
programs for the community as well as 
managing programs for other organiza­
tions. In May of 1984, Continuing Educa­
tion and the Center hosted the Seventh 
annual Symposium of The Child Sur­
vivors of the Holocaust. The Symposium 
was organized and developed to provide 
an opportunity for people of all faiths to 
examine the impact of the Holocaust on 
the children who lived through it. Confer­
ences in the future include: The Canon 
Law Society, The Catholic Bishops' Com­
munications Committee, the Interna­
tional Council of Shopping Centers and 
Women in Management, to name a few. 
Information within fields is consistently 
changing. Through the School of Contin­
uing Education, USD is quickly becoming 
a forerunner in the community in spon­
soring innovative and helpful programs 
that provide this information. 










IT'S A FACT! Successful executives list leadership ex­
perience as the key career tool. 
Now, you can learn how to gain power and influence by sign­
ing up for 
LEADERSHIP IN ORGANIZATIONS 
with Dr. Johanna Hunsaker 
Associate Professor, 
Schools of Business and Education 
OR 
Enroll in the 
LEADERSHIP MINOR 
A program of core and elective 
courses plus an off<ampus 
work experience. 
Come to the School of Education, Harmon Hall, and find 
out more. 
USD IS CAs only tri-leadership college. 
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Campus Capsules 
THE STIRRING HAS STOPPED at Idaho State U. football games simply because the 
pep band has stopped playing "The Stripper" during games. Past pet bands played the 
song at the end of the third quarter, accompanied by five to six impromptu student 
strippers. This year, however, a majority of band members objected to the tradition, and 
the band director agreed to cut the song. 
TO GRAPHICALLY DISPLAY THE SLOPPINESS of students, U. of New Hampshire 
librarians collected one day's worth of trash—candy wrappers, drink cans, etc.—for a 
new exhibit in the library foyer. UNH librarians say students who ignore the no-food 
rule endanger rare books and other valuables. 
PLAY IT AGAIN SAM: Some Michigan State U. classes-by-television went into reruns 
early this year, after vandalism, power failures, and other technical problems made some 
classes unwatchable. After getting complaints from students, MSU scheduled reruns of 
the fuzzy classes. 
A PUNK ROCK GROUP, Useless Pieces of [expletive deleted], was banned from the U. 
of Arizona Student Union performance after inciting the audience into a food fight. 
Union officials say the group is "more trouble than they're worth," and actually draws 
more high school than college students. 
A STUDENT-RUN ANTI-PORNOGRAPHY campaign is trying to get Playboy, Pent­
house and similar magazines off the shelves of the Oregon State U. bookstore. Led by an 
OSU basketball star, the student group is trying to unite campus Christians in its ef­
forts. The bookstore's board of directors has already voted to keep the magazines. 
OKLAHOMA U.'s LONG DISTANCE SERVICE isn't impressing students. They're 
flocking to MCI, SPRINT, U.S. TEL, and others instead. One reason is that under 
OU's system students are charged a fee for calls after the fourth ring whether the other 




Christmas is celebrated in all Christian 
countries as the birthday of Jesus Christ. 
People take part in religious ceremonies, 
observing the season of "Peace on Earth, 
good will to men." The season sets the 
mood of happiness and good cheer for 
everyone during the season of joy and 
love. 
Christmas is the happiest and busiest 
time of year for millions of Christians in 
all parts of the world. Many people look 
forward to happy family parties and ex­
changing gifts. Many also observe the 
holiday solemnly with religious ceremo­
nies and prayer. Christians everywhere 
unite in their feelings of joy on the birth­
day of Jesus Christ. 
In Mexico, the Christmas season lasts 
from December 16 to January 6. Each 
family looks forward to the Posada on 
each of the nine nights before Christmas 
Day. The members of the family enact the 
Posada in memory of Mary and Joseph's 
search for a place to stay on the first 
Christmas Eve. They form a procession 
from room to room, led by two children 
who carry figures of Mary and Joseph. At 
the door of each room, the children beg to 
enter, but are refused. Finally, the wander­
ers reach a room where they are admitted. 
They place the figures of Mary and Joseph 
in the tiny stable of a miniature Bethle­
hem. They do not place the figure of the 
infant Jesus in the Manger until Christmas 
Eve, the last night of the Posada. A social 
hour follows the last Posada. The host in­
vites everyone into his courtyard for 
music, dancing, refreshments, and, of 
course, to help break the gaily decorated 
pinata. 
The Spanish Club of USD wishes to in­
vite all USD students, their family and 
guests to participate in the Spanish Club 
sponsored traditional Mexican Posada. It 
will be held December 7 in the Student 
Union, from 7:00 to 11:00 p.m. It will in­
clude authentic Mexican food, dancing 
with music provided by the Hector Valle 
Band, and a pinata breaking ceremony. 
The event is free to all USD students 
with identification. All other adults will be 
charged $3.00, with children under the age 
of twelve charged $ 1.00 
The Spanish Club hopes all USD stu­
dents will be able to come and participate 
in the Mexican tradition of celebrating 
Christmas with the Posada. With free 
Mexican food and great Latin music, this 
event offers an exciting way to kick off the 
Christmas season. 
RAB/ASB 6th ANNUAL 
Christmas Dance 
Saturday, December 8 
9 p.m.— 1 a.m. 
Camino Dining Room — FREE 
Semi-formal attire/no date required 
Food, photos with Santa ($1.00) 
Question of the Week 




"First Day: We ate the turkey. 
Second Day: We had turkey 
sandwiches. 
Third Day: Turkey soup. 




"I gave it to Camino Cafeteria 
for steak night." 
Chris Carothers, Lisa Rosales, 
Julie Cella, Kathy Kelly 
Juniors/Business, Diversified Liberal 
Arts, Political Science, Psychology 
"We didn't have turkey, Don 
Pannier got away." 
D'arcy Denos 
Senior/International Relations 
"I gave it to my roommate for 
dinner on Saturday." 
Mike Nagy 
Freshman/Business 
"I'm not sure it was turkey." 
Chris Emge 
Freshman/Business 
"I decorated my Christmas 
tree with it." 
T 
From the Guinness 
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Herman van SpringeI, long distance 
cyclist, left the others far behind in 
the 1981 Bordeaux-Paris race-
covering over 362 miles in 13 hours, 
35 minutes, 18 seconds. isri: 
JV AT&T long distance leaves the others 
^00 for behind, too. You'll get great 
service, unmatched quality-plus 
savings that keep on rolling every 
day You'll save 40% evenings-60% 
nights and weekends So you'll 
come out way ahead. 
For information on AT&T Long Distance Service 
call 1800 222-0300. 
The more you hear the better we sound. 
by Sterling Publishing Company Inc . New Yo 
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Entertainment 
Film Previews 
Sign up now for 
SUPER SPRING SPECIALS 
3 2-HR. COURSES DESIGNED 
W I T H  YOU I N  M I N D  . . . .  
STRESS MANAGEMENT ED 010 
Dr. Johanna Hunsaker presents 
techniques for coping, relaxing 
and problem solving. Wed. 1:25 
LEARNING DEVELOPMENT ED 001 
This course is a must for students 
who want to maximize their studies 
through time management, test 
preparation and study techniques. 
Mon. 11:15 or Wed. 11:15. 
PRINCIPLES, PRACTICE IN RECREATION PE21 
Gary Becker brings the professions into 
focus with an in-depth study of 
contemporary PE and recreational 
programs in the US today. TTh 1:25 
More information in Harmon Hall 
School Of Education 
Guitarist Plays 
to Dedicated Few 
Almost nothing but dust gathered in 
Camino Theater last Tuesday, November 
20, at 7:30 p.m. Guitarist Ron Hudson 
played to a crowd of no more than forty 
people. It was the best show of the 
semester that has been put on by the 
Cultural Arts Committee and hardly 
anybody showed up! 
Ron Hudson grew up in a small Indian 
village in the mountains of northern 
Guatemala and it is where he began his 
musical career. Ron's entire education 
through high school was done by a corres­
pondence course. Ron's parents, who were 
missionaries in Guatemala, taught him to 
play several different instruments, but the 
one he enjoyed most was the guitar. 
Unable to find a teacher, Ron spent many 
hours teaching himself. 
When he was seventeen, Ron came to 
the United States to further his musical 
education. In the spring of 1970, the Con­
sulate General of Guatemala, the 
honorable Stella Cheesman, saw him in 
concert and was so impressed that she ar­
ranged several major concert tours 
through the United States. Since then, 
Ron has performed in Latin America as 
well as Europe and has released three 
albums to date. 
Ron Hudson was up on a single chair in 
the middle of the stage, with one micro­
phone and two guitars. One was a 
Spanish classical guitar and the other was 
a smaller guitar made from the shell of an 
armadillo. 
Ron began the concert with an original 
composition of his called, "Reflections of 
Cuba." He also played some famous tradi­
tional songs like "Scarborough Fair," 
"Brandenburg Concerto No. 3," (Bach), 
and three traditional Inca songs, the most 
famous of which is "El Condor Pasa." 
Two more songs that were on the agenda 
were composed by Ron Hudson. They 
were "The Tarantula Song," and "Among 
the Ruins of Guatemala." 
Ron's performance was great. At times, 
it was as if there were two guitars being 
played at the same time. The audience, 
the few that were there, enjoyed the show 
and were well entertained. It is still hard to 
believe that so few people attended. All I 
can say is that those of you who missed 
him, missed a great performer and that is 
your loss. 
Dudley Moore is a roving reporter with a roving eye who winds up in trouble with 
his wives, Amy Irving (left) and Ann Reinking (right), in Micki & Maude, directed 
by Blake Edwards. 
New Films Christmas Season Brings 
By Arian Collins Halloween, Elvis).. Rating: A-. 
Entertainment Editor * * * 
Starman is a science-fantasy film that stars 
Jeff Bridges and Karen Allen. Bridges plays 
an alien sent to Earth after his kind have 
received the Voyager II spacecraft contain­
ing greetings and an invitation from this 
planet. He clones the form of the recently 
deceased husband of Jenny Hayden 
(Karen Allen) and then enlists the aid of 
Ms. Hayden in getting him to Arizona 
where he is to be picked up. What follows 
is a cross-country chase as the U.S. 
Government tries to capture the alien. 
There are underlying themes in Star-
man. The idea of people on Earth welcom­
ing an alien being after having invited him 
are questioned. It is easy to compare Star-
man with E.T., but if anything, Starman 
is better. 
Jeff Bridges gives an outstanding per­
formance as the alien who does not under­
stand the hostility of people on Earth. His 
portrayal is very unhuman. 
His performance, plus a good story that 
refreshingly emphasizes actors rather than 
special effects, makes this a film worth see­
ing this winter season. Starman is directed 
by John Carpenter (Escape from New York, 
Dudley Moore has been in a lot of films 
recently, most of them romantic comedies 
that have been disappointing. None have 
given Moore roles that have equaled his 
performances in 10 and Arthur. However, 
Mickie and Maude, directed by Blake Ed­
wards (who directed 10), gives Moore a 
good role. 
Moore plays Rob, a reporter who works 
for a show that emphasizes good stories. He 
wants to have children, but his wife, Micki 
(Ann Reinking), is a career-oriented per­
son who doesn't want a family yet. Rob 
meets Maude (Amy Irving) who he falls in 
love and has an affair with. She becomes 
pregnant so Rob decides to divorce his 
wife and marry Maude. That proves to be 
a problem when his wife also gets preg­
nant and decides to quit her career to 
have it. Soon Rob has two wives and two 
babies on the way and can't figure out a 
way to tell either of them. 
Throughout most of the film there is a 
nervous humor as Rob tries to keep his 
two lives straight. Dudley Moore gives his 
finest performance in recent years. Rating: 
B + . 
1 
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USD Nightclub 
Uncle Bonsai Takes on the Lark 
Vocal trio Uncle Bonsai spurred varied opinions from students in their Lark 
appearance last Thursday. The musicians offered humor through song. 
Hammer-Smith Pours Out 
the Blues 
By Adrianne King, 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
and Chris Kanzius, 
Guest Critic 
If you had the good fortune of being in 
he Bullpen last Wednesday around noon-
ime, you couldn't miss the lively R &. B 
ounds of the Hammer-Smith Band. 
A welcoming change from the New 
7ave rock that's been heard lately on 
ampus, Hammer-Smith provided a 
msical alternative. Regardless of musical 
istes, this music could make anyone want 
) get up and dance. 
Chris Hammer, who handles the har-
tonica and lead vocals for the band said, 
i'aul Butterfield and Little Walter have 
;en a big influence on our sounds. 
Definitely Jackie Wilson has played a part 
in my singing style." 
Chris can be heard doing the harmonica 
solo on the Paul McCartney/Michael 
Jackson single, "Say, Say, Say." 
Other band members include Keith 
Moret on bass, Tony Braunagel on drums, 
Larry David on keyboards, and Rolo 
Smith as lead guitarist. 
This Los Angeles-based group has been 
together for a year and in that time has 
released an album on the Blue Boy label. 
Currently, they're shopping for a major 
label for a new album that will contain all 
originals. 
Other plans for the future include a tour 
in Northern California and then back to 
Los Angeles for more gigs. 
Free Trip to Getty Museum 
The ASB Cultural Arts is sponsoring a 
ae trip to the J. Paul Getty Museum 
iturday, December 1st, from 8:00 a.m. to 
00 p.m. The trip is intended to give USD 
jdents and faculty an opportunity to 
sit and see the museum's priceless art 
Drks. The Cultural Arts Board has plan-
•d this trip as part of the Associated Stu­
nt Government's cultural program for 
is fall semester. 
The J. Paul Getty Museum is a private 
: museum located one-quarter of a mile 
the Pacific Coast Highway in a wooded 
alibu canyon. Conceived by the 
tseum's founder, J. Paul Getty, the 
ilding recreates an ancient Roman 
country house with formal gardens. The 
villa houses a collection focusing on the 
visual arts of Western Civilization from 
classicial antiquity through the nineteenth 
century. The collection emphasizes five 
major areas: Greek and Roman anti­
quities, eighteenth-century European 
decorative arts, Western European paint­
ings from the thirteenth through the nine­
teenth century, old master drawings, and 
Renaissance manuscripts. 
For those intending to make this trip, 
please register in the ASB office in Serra 
Hall to ensure a space on the bus. There 
will be space for only sixty persons. For 
more information, call the ASB office at 
260-4802. 
By Sue Hagerty 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
USD's "Night Club," in the Lark, pre­
sented the vocal trio Uncle Bonsai as last 
Thursday's entertainment for the week. 
The usual refreshments and food were 
provided, and a pretty good-sized crowd of 
about 60 students attended. 
Opinions about the trio's performance 
varied greatly from table to table. Those 
seated in the front, trying to pick up the 
group's well-planned, witty lyrics, general­
ly felt the band was extremely funny, and 
enjoyed their twists on words. Unfortuna­
tely, there were also many comments on 
the over-all rudeness of the crowd. 
The students seated in the back, who 
were perhaps a bit more rowdy, felt Uncle 
Bonsai was dull and socialized rather than 
listening to the group. This caused some 
annoyance to those who were trying to 
enjoy the show. 
Uncle Bonsai is a mellow three-some, 
but dull they are not. What they lacked in 
highly energetic stage presence, they more 
than made up for with their humorous, 
sarcastic songs. If it's Van Halen style 
screaming or the Go-Go's style bop sound 
you want, then Uncle Bonsai is not for 
you. For those of you who appreciate 
something more theatrical or dry, Uncle 
Bonsai is a great act to catch. 
Soviets Attack Michael 
Jackson & His Music 
USPS—These are tough times for rock 
'n roll back in the USSR. 
First an official state-run Soviet news­
paper accused American pop megastar 
Michael Jackson of contaminating South 
America. And now the official journal of 
the Young Communist League has 
warned Soviet citizens to be on their guard 
against the subversive influence of Ameri­
can music. 
"The Jacksonmania virus launched from 
North America into South America has 
one aim—to squeeze as much gold juice as 
possible out of the country," said the 
newspaper Leninskae Znamye, or "Lenin's 
Banner." 
"Michael Jackson is more widely popu­
larized in Argentina than local singers and 
groups," the newspaper went on. The pa­
per also complained that South American 
youngsters waste their time trying to im­
itate Jackson's style of dress and man­
nerisms. 
The article was only the latest in a series 
of attacks on Michael Jackson by the 
heavily censored and rigidly controlled 
state media. Other articles have charged 
that Jackson sold his black soul for white 
profit, that his music is nothing but plas­
tic, and that his mesmerizing music keeps 
millions of Americans from thinking 
about serious topics like racial violence in 
Miami. 
Another article in the official Komso-
molskaya Pravda said that the West is 
using subversive music to "cook up a so-
called rock culture, imbuing it with pro­
paganda of a certain independent, ag­
gressive lifestyle inherent in only one 
group of people, the young. 
"A culture which preaches primitive 
pleasure, amusement, political passivity 
and which gives illusions instead of reality 
is unacceptable to the Soviet people," ac­
cording to the article. Soviet citizens 
should watch out for these "musical in­
trigues of Western propaganda." 
The article made specific mention of 
several songs recorded by an underground 
group in Leningrad and broadcast into the 
Soviet Union by the BBC World Service. 
These songs "preach alcoholic themes, 
overt loutishness, hooliganism, and enrap­
tured descriptions of 'the sweet life' and 
t h e n  e n d  w i t h  o v e r t  r e l i g i o u s  
propaganda," the paper said. 
"Those who play these songs are playing 
into the hands of our ideological enemies, 
are causing damage to our Soviet youth 
music, and are sowing in unformed minds 
the seeds of a way of life which is alien to 
ours," the paper warned. 
Michael Jackson has also had his share 
of problems with the American press. 
Jackson's manager Frank Dileo recently 
held a press conference in Los Angeles to 
deny once and for all tabloid charges that 
Jackson has had cosmetic surgery on his 
eyes and that he takes female hormones to 
keep his voice high. 
Jackson has frequently denied these re­
ports, Dileo said, and he worries about the 
unhealthy influence these rumors might 
have on his younger fans. Lawsuits are in 
store for the next paper that repeats them, 
Dileo warned. 
Jackson has taken some criticism for fail­
ing to specify which charities would 
receive his share of the proceeds for the 
Jacksons' Victory tour, but Dileo an­
nounced at a separate conference that the 
money would go to the United Negro Col­
lege Fund, the T.J. Martell Foundation for 
Leukemia and Cancer Research, and 
Camp Good Times, a Malibu, California 
children's camp for cancer patients. 
Jackson's share of the concert profits is ex­
pected to be more than $5 million. 
Attitude Readjustment/Christmas 
T.G.I.F. 
Friday, Nov. 30th, 3 - 6:00 p.m. 
Tecolote Park, $1.00 
Sponsored by Phi Kappa Theta 
EVERYONE WELCOME! 
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Albums Set Trends or Hold Their Own 
By Rosemary Dettling 
Copy Edi tor  
Dawn Gallagher 
Staff  Wri ter  
and Adam Zack 
Guest  Cri t ic  
The Australian band, Dragon, has re­
cently released its new album called Body 
and the Beat. Although Dragon is not well 
known in America, the band has become 
one of the most popular bands in their 
native Australia. One listen to "Rain," the 
first track off the Body and The Beat album, 
and you'll understand why this song 
became the biggest selling 45 in Australia 
last year. With its sharp drums, insistent 
synth line and crisp guitar hook, this pure 
pop song effortlessly bores its way into 
your memory banks. Like "Rain," all the 
tracks on the band's new album emphasize 
melodic hooks, while still retaining a firm 
backbeat and plenty of guitar bite. 
For years, Dragon has been perfecting 
this pop-rock balance.The group, who 
originally came from New Zealand, first 
moved to Sydney, Australia in May of'75. 
In just one year of gigging on the East 
Coast pub circuit, the group earned a ma­
jor record contract. By 1976 they had their 
first national hit down under with "This 
Time." Their first three albums, Sunshine, 
Running Free, and O Zambezi, earned sales 
levels ranging from gold to multi-
platinum. By the end of 1977, Dragon was 
named "Band Of The Year" by the 
Australian edition of Rolling Stone. The 
band's music from this era can still be 
heard on Australian airwaves. 
In 1978, Dragon undertook two moder­
ately successful tours of the U.S. However, 
soon after that, the band broke up 
because some of the members wanted to 
perform solo. 
Eventually though, none of the five 
members of Dragon felt as fulfilled 
separately as they had felt together. So, in 
August of '82, they re-formed for the 
"Class-Reunion 1982" Australian tour. 
After this highly successful tour, Dragon 
went into the studio to record Body And 
The Beat. It entered the Australian charts 
at #7 and went gold in just nine days. 
Now that the album is available in the 
U.S., Dragon hopes for it to be as big a 
Album Reviews 
success here as it is in Australia. Dragon 
consists of: Marc Hunter (lead vocals), 
Todd Hunter (bass and vocals), Robert 
Taylor (guitar and vocals), Paul Hewson 
(keyboards and vocals), and drummer 
Kerry Jacobson. Rating: B + . R.D. 
* * * 
Some Great Reward is the title of the fifth 
album from Depeche Mode, and it may 
turn out to be just that for the group. 
Each new LP they release (with the excep­
tion of their third album, Construction 
Time Again) is perfect for the time in 
which it appears. The group is able to 
develop a sound that constantly pro­
gresses from one level to the next. The 
ballads are always perfectly balanced and 
incredibly well written. The distinct sound 
could best be described as modern, syn­
thesized dance music that possesses 
"heart, soul, and passion." 
Some Great Reward has more of an in­
dustrial sound than the group's previous 
releases. The album contains nine original 
cuts, all having a certain amount of 
strength. There is also a reprise of the hit 
single "People are People." Three of the 
best songs from this new LP are: "Lie to 
Me," "Blasphemous Rumors," and 
"Master and Servant." Undoubtedly, 
these songs all will get airplay on "new-
music" radio stations. 
Dance music is often criticized because 
of the shallow or meaningless words that 
accompany the upbeat rhythm of the 
songs. This definitely is not the case with 
Depeche Mode, whose songs are surpris­
ingly deep in meaning and contain 
political and/or social statements. 
Although the lyrics on this album are not 
really pessimistic, they are not optimistic 
either—perhaps the best description is 
"realistic." A good example occurs in the 
song "People are People," in which the 
lyrics question man's personal struggle 
with war: "People are people/So why 
should it be/You and I get along so awful­
ly." The song goes on describing the in­
justices of war. The strong voice of lead 
singer David Gahan and the emotional 
way in which he sings greatly com­
plements these lyrics. 
The band's name, Depeche Mode, is a 
French word meaning fast fashion. The 
Australia's Dragon comes to the U.S. 
group was formed in 1980 at the rise of the 
synthesized/New Romantic music scene in 
England. Their first album, Speak and 
Spell, featured such hits as: "Just Can't 
Get Enough," "New Life," and "Dreaming 
of Me." In 1982, Vince Clark left the 
group to form Yaz/Yazoo, and along with 
his departure went the previous "boppy" 
sound that their songs had. Today, the 
melodies are the same, yet the texture is 
different. The music is now more mechan­
ical-sounding, and it is even regarded as 
being very sensuous. 
So while many people look down on 
synthesized music, one must admit that 
Depeche Mode is a very innovative band 
that produces highly energetic music. 
Rating A-. D.G. 
The Ramones are visible again with 
their new LP, Too Tough To Die. This 
album contains 13 new songs from Joey 
Ramone and Co. The band was consid­
ered punk awhile back, but today the 
Ramones seem to have moved into the 
new wave-hard rock mold. Unfortunately 
the album is composed of conflicting 
material. 
Half of the LP seems to be an effort to 
return to the hard core days of early 
Ramones Punk, while the other half of the 
songs seem to be an effort to expand the 
Ramones following by issuing songs that 
are catchy and, dare I say, Pop-ish? 
When you first play Too Tough To Die 
you may be asking yourself why spaces 
were put between the first three songs 
when they sound so much alike. The 
fourth and fifth songs, "Wart Hog" and 
"Danger Zone" delve deeper into hard 
core punk. Interestingly enough, most of 
the hard core songs are written by Dee 
Dee and Johnny Ramone, while the catch­
ier tunes are written by lead singer Joey 
Ramone. The music becomes quite listen-
able with "Chasing the Night" at the end 
of the first side and "Howling at the Moon 
(Sha-la-la)" starting the second side. 
"Howling" is the first single released from 
this album and is purely enjoyable and 
even danceable. 
"Daytime Dilemma" continues to keep 
you snapping your fingers. The album 
falters for the next three songs, but we are 
left with Joey's "No Go," a satisfying end­
ing. Now, if the Ramones could just make 
up their mind as to whether they want to 
go with hard core punk, or listenable, cat­
chy tunes, instead of combining both on 
one album. Hence, we may all be a little 
better off. Grade: B-. 
Country Music Endures With Big Names 
By Sharon Stegmuller 
Staff  Wri ter  
As the name implies, The Oak Ridge 
Boys' Greatest Hits is an album of perfec­
tion. Filled with hits such as "Elvira," 
"American Made," and "Fancy Free," the 
four-member band has composed an 
album that contains a variety of rhythms. 
"Ozark Mountain Jubilee" and "Love 
Song" are two of the best songs on the 
album. 
The great variety of themes and 
rhythms in each song makes for pleasant 
listening, while still providing a relaxing 
mood throughout the album. Like that of 
many other country music artists, the 
music of the Oak Ridge Boys is well-suited 
to driving. It tends to relax, while not 
fatiguing the mind. 
Success is not new to the Oak Ridge 
Boys, as they rank right at the top of the 
country charts, along with such groups as 
Alabama and The Statler Brothers. 
The great success of the Oak Ridge Boys 
has brought about an international fan 
club. Interested persons may write to 329 
Rockland Road, Hendersonville, TN, 
37075. 
* * * 
Willie Nelson's latest release Don't You 
Ever Get Tired Of Hurting Me contains 
eight good-quality songs. 
The first song, the same as the title of 
the album, has a calm and relaxing 
melody. "One Has My Name, The Other 
Has My Heart" also follows with slow 
melody and has been a popular tune on 
country stations lately, adding to the 
popularity of the album. 
Leading themes of the new release seem 
to be love and deception. Nelson often 
writes about lost love, broken hearts, 
husbands cheating on wives, or vice-versa 
and things of this nature. This LP follows 
that tendency with such songs as "Heart­
aches By The Number," "The Party's 
Over," "Johnny One Time," "Crazy 
Arms," and "I've Seen That Look On Me 
A Thousand Times." 
All the songs on the album are previous 
releases so that the album is of the 
"Greatest Hits" type, although not titled 
as such. Rating: B+. 
* • * 
Barbara Mandrell and Lee Greenwood 
have teamed up to produce an album en­
titled Meant For Each Other. The release 
includes two popular hits heard often on 
such SanDiego-based country music sta­
tions as KCBQ AM and FM, and KSON, 
"To Me," and "It Should Have Been Love 
By Now." 
Both Greenwood and Mandrell are sin­
gularly noted for their own musical ac­
complishments. Together their efforts are 
good, but, in my opinion, their individual 
works are more dynamic and enjoyable. 
There is a lack of harmony in "Now 
You See Us, Now You Don't." Neither is 
there a theme to the ten-song release. 
Many of the songs carry a slow, drawn-out 
beat. 
The album runs about $6.95. If you 
have the opportunity and the resources I 
would recommend taping it from a friend 
before spending the money. Rating: B-. 
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Founders Holds Parades Romp SD 
Stage Designs 
By Adrianne King elegantly lyrical rooms, said Professor 
Staf f  Wri ter  Whitcomb. 
Designs for the Stage, a display of devel- With Broadway fading and regional 
opmental and preparative work for stage theatre coming into its own, being on the 
design by Ralph Funicello and Richard move is essential to the stage designer. 
Seger, is currently on exhibition in "They are the true independents in the 
Founders' Gallery at USD. world," said Professor Whitcomb. 
The exhibition, which will run until the Both Funicello and Seger are members 
end of the semester, offers insight into the of a stage designers' union which requires 
art of stage design that is not ordinarily successful completion of an exam that 
available to the layman. "What the gallery takes months to finish. Few designers are 
is presenting are the private inner work- accepted by the union, 
ings of designers. The artists never in- "Stage designers have to know the 
tended to have these on exhibit," said history, philosophy, and economics of the 
Therese Whitcomb, Professor of Art and eras for which they are creating the 
Curator of Founders' Gallery. scenes," Professor Whitcomb said. She ad-
On exhibition are intricate models of ded, "Because the exhibition involves 
sets built in quarter-inch scale with details many disciplines, it should prove helpful 
skillfully embellishing their diminutive- to students in all areas, not just art." 
ness. Color renderings and painters' eleva- This exhibition was designed and ar-
tions are done in exquisite water coloring ranged by the seven students of Professor 
and architectural blueprints display the Whitcomb's Exhibition Design Class, 
preciseness necessary to the sets, and thus, "There isn't a group in America who 
"good theatre." could have put this together as well as 
The two artists, Ralph Funicello and they did," she said. 
Richard Seger, create their sets in distinct The purpose of the exhibition, accord-
styles. Funicello treats his scenes with an ing to Professor Whitcomb, is educational, 
earthiness that contrasts with Seger's but all items on exhibit are for sale. 
Album Reviews 
Pink World Has 4 Sides 
By Adrianne King 
Staf f  Wri ter  
and Rosemary  Det t l ing  
Copy  Edi tor  
Pink World, a two-album set recorded by 
Planet P Project contains some terrific 
tracks within a motif that expresses con­
cern for the future. 
Planet P Project's only member is Tony 
Carey. All voices and instruments, with 
the exception of a few exuberant guitar 
solos by Reinhard Besser and some 
"guest" performances on drums and sax, 
are by Carey. 
Carey, who uses computers in much of 
his recording, creates dissonance and 
voice distortions that contrast with gentle 
environmental sounds and harmonic 
melodies. 
Lyrically, Carey is responding to a world 
threatened by nuclear catastrophe. He's 
written some descriptive, if not terrifying 
lines. For instance, "it rolls like an ava­
lanche—it will sweep you away ..." 
Pink World is strongly reminiscent of 
David Allen's "Gong" music—without 
Allen's whimsy and charm. A Mike Old-
Classifieds 
Males and Females—20% student dis­
count on all health services. Females-
first pregnancy test at no charge. Near 
USD campus. Saturday and evening 
hours available. Call Fran Selder, Family 
Nurse Practitioner at 277-1525. 
N E E D  A  T Y P I S T ? ?  We type anything!! 
Low rates—free pick-up and delivery. 
**UNIVERSITY WORD PROCESSING** 
944-1990/24 hrs., 7 days/wk. 
field influence is distinctly heard within 
Carey's music as well. 
Planet P Project provides thought-
provoking insight into the musician's 
perspective of a terror that hangs 
overhead. B+ grading. 
* * * 
Last year, Comateens' debut LP, Pictures 
On A String, yielded one of the peak dance 
hits of 1983 with "Get Off My Case." The 
song, with its scratchy guitar and tough 
beat, was a perfect slice of raw funk. 
Recently, the Comateens have released 
their follow-up LP, featuring their most 
challenging mixtures of pop and funk to 
date. Produced by Pete Solley, the new LP 
is titled Deal With It, featuring the title 
track "Resist Her." The single again 
displays Comateens' muscal diversity, 
with its firm dance beat, uplifting guitar 
line and unmistakable pop vocal har­
monies in the chorus. 
The material on the album retains what 
was most striking about Pictures On A 
String, but adds some new twists as well. 
"Confessions" features catchy funk verses 
while "Love Will Follow You" boasts an 
unusual pop harmony with a strong funk 
guitar and solid dance beat. The title track 
is another classic urban funk foray, in the 
tradition of "Get Off My Case." It's a 
guided tour of New York City that man­
ages to be both gritty and witty, capturing 
the city's claustrophobia and its energy 
with its tight, hard-edged rhythms. 
Altogether, Deal With It is an impressive 
package—furthering the fusion of funk 
and pop that is very much Comateens' 
own. 
Comateens consists of: Lyn Byrd on 
synth and vocals, Nic North on bass and 
vocals and Oliver North on guitar and 
vocals. The band's fourth member was a 
drum machine. Rating: B. 
By Dawn Gallagher 
Staf f  Wri ter  
Now that Thanksgiving is behind us, 
preparations are already in the making to 
enhance that traditional "Christmas 
spirit." Tree farms are getting ready to 
chop down the pines they've been nurtur­
ing all year, shopping malls have set up 
their holiday displays, and grocery 
markets are stocking their shelves with 
plenty of eggnog. Everyone is quickly get­
ting involved in the yuletide spirit. 
The official opening of the Holiday 
Season was celebrated last Thursday as 
Santa Claus made his first appearance of 
the year on the nationally televised 
Macey's Thanksgiving Day Parade. While 
Macey's Parade is one of the largest and 
most extensive parades in the country, 
"America's Finest City" also has some of 
its own holiday parades planned, but of 
course, on a much smaller scale. Never­
theless, the combined effort and the 
energy generated from all the participants 
is just as strong as Macey's. Many of these 
people have been organizing and planning 
for the various parades since last January, 
just to make this year's events bigger and 
better than previous years. So if you're still 
not yet feeling the joy of Christmas, 
maybe attending one of these parades will 
help set the mood. 
On Saturday, December 1, the 23rd An­
nual Old Town Christmas Parade will 
begin at 11:00 a.m. This year's Grand 
Marshall will be Ballard Smith, President 
of the San Diego Padres. He will lead the 
parade from its start at the intersection of 
San Diego Avenue, Congress and Am-
pudia Streets, and will continue it along 
Album Reviews 
By Rich Pietras 
Staf f  Wri ter  
Each new year brings three certainties: 
death, taxes, and another Jimi Hendrix 
album. 
Close to fifty Hendrix albums are avail­
able today but only five were released dur­
ing his lifetime (1942-70). The majority of 
his albums are unauthorized or boot­
legged and have a far lesser quality than 
the authorized albums. 
Warner Brothers has released the latest 
and probably best Hendrix compilation 
album, Kiss the Sky. Since only one of 
Sky's eleven cuts is previously unreleased, 
its superior fidelity is the reason to buy 
this album. The record was digitally re­
mastered and pressed on high quality 
vinyl. Songs are amazingly clear, especially 
in comparison to original cuts and many 
include studio chatter that was edited out 
on previous albums. 
Although many Hendrix classics are 
contained, the real gems of Kiss the Sky are 
"Stepping Stone," Howling Wolfs blues 
standard "Killing Floor" and "I Don't Live 
Today" which was recorded live in San 
Diego. On the basis of content and quali­
ty, Kiss the Sky receives an A. 
San Diego Avenue into the Old Town 
Historic Park, around the plaza in the 
park and out Calhoun Street to Twiggs 
Street. The parade will consist of over 120 
entries, including: floats, high school 
bands and their drill teams, clowns, and 
non-high school musical talents. 
Christmas carol sing-alongs and free re­
freshments will be served as part of the 
post-parade festivities. 
Next, on Saturday, December 8, the 
Pacific Beach Town Council will present 
the Annual Pacific Beach Parade, which 
the Council boasts as the "largest 
Christmas Parade West of 1-5." Again, 
frills, floats, marching bands and celebri­
ties will participate. Even Santa Claus will 
be there to add to the festivities. This 
parade will begin at 11:00 a.m. on Garnet 
Avenue at Haines and will extend to 
Bayard. 
Yet, there is another San Diego holiday 
tradition. The two Annual Christmas 
Light Boat Parades will make their way 
through San Diego waters. The first will 
be held on Mission Bay, on December 8. 
Then, on Sunday, December 23, the se­
cond parade of this type will be held in the 
San Diego Bay. Best viewing for this one 
will be along Shelter Island. Boats of all 
sizes will participate in the two parades. 
Everything from row boats to large yachts, 
will be appropriately dressed in holiday 
decorations, along with a brilliant display 
of glittering lights. Both of these parades 
will begin at sunset, but be sure to get 
there early since people come from all over 
the county to watch the Christmas-light 
spectacular. Macey's Thanksgiving Day 
Parades these are not, but then again, San 
Diego is not New York! 
* * * 
With the recent trends in music favoring 
feminine, British techno popers and high 
school, heavy metal head bangers, it was 
with great anticipation that this reviewer 
awaited the return of Danny Joe Brown 
and Molly Hatchet. Since the tragic end of 
Lynard Skynard in 1977, Hatchet has 
been the leader of southern rock. Unfor­
tunately, their new album The Deed is 
Done, falls short of southern rock. 
Whether by design or error, Hatchet has 
drifted away from their tougher, red-neck 
sound and into mainstream mediocrity. 
The Deed is Done sounds like Eddie Money 
with a southern accent, which is fine for 
Money fans, but not for southern rockers. 
The downfalls are caused by a variety of 
reasons. The addition of a synthesizer and 
a distorted rhythm guitar mixed with out­
side lyrics give The Deed is Done a commer­
cialized Foreigner-like sound. A disap­
pointing three of the album's eight cuts 
were written by Hatchet members. Only 
on Hatchet-penned songs does lead singer 
Danny Joe Brown recapture his "Flirtin' 
with Disaster" days. The rest of the band 
also excells when they perform their own 
material. Grade C. 
Another 
Another Hendrix LP 
Off'Beat 
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Swinging Jailbirds 
Arian Collins and Michael Cisneros continue to plug away at the links dur­
ing the Thanksgiving vacation from their cell downtown. They were being 
held on charges of cruelty to animals, but were released on bail by Sr. Sally 
Furay. "The game must go on!" stated Sr. Furay. 
Cross-campus golf resumed over 
Thanksgiving week. However, week #7 
took on a sour note when it was learned 
that Arian Collins and Michael Cisneros 
had been practicing their swings by slam­
ming defenseless turkeys with their clubs. 
The Humane Society had the two ar­
rested. Luckily for them, Sister Sally Furay 
bailed them out. "The game must go on!" 
stated Sr. Furay. 
Difficulties continued to plague the 
game throughout the week. Cisneros' 
high-flying opening shot killed a seagull, 
costing him a $50 fine. "Damn this 
poultry!" he shouted when informed of 
the fine. 
Further problems developed when it was 
rumored that the two players were using 
illegal substances on and off the course. 
Also there was the question of the source 
of the ASB's $50,000 prize money to be 
awarded at the end of the ninth week. 
And to make matters worse, there was a 
noticeable drop in attendance from pre­
vious weeks. 
The week ended with no clear victor nor 
front runner. 
* * * 
Week #8 looked promising as Mary 
Markovinovic, Amy Gualtieri, John Bar­
ron, and Paul Davis had to clear the play-
Study . . . Study . • • Zzzzz 
By Joanne Andreoli 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
My mother was right when she told me, 
"The road to Hell is paved with good in­
tentions." 
I had made plans to do nothing but 
study this past weekend. I was actually go­
ing to turn my assignments in on time. I 
was not going to procrastinate. . .1 never 
have been very good at keeping to a set 
schedule. 
My first mistake was going home for 
Thanksgiving dinner. I walked into the 
house with my back-pack filled with 
books. Even Mom was surprised (she 
thought it was dirty laundry). 
Well, we sat down to talk and I noticed 
that there was a Honeymooners Mara­
thon on the tube. Great, I can watch one 
or two episodes before I start learning all 
about Kung Bushmen. That was fine until 
I found out that there was also a Twilight 
Zone Marathon. Let me tell you, 
there is nothing that can make me miss an 
episode (except turkey). 
Dinner. Every year I promise myself that 
I won't overdo it. This year was no excep­
tion ... I broke my promise. After a full 
meal and three pieces of pie, all I wanted 
to do was sleep. So I did. I woke up at 
about 6:00 p.m. and realized that I wasn't 
going to accomplish anything. So I de­
cided to head back to my apartment. 
Before I left, of course, Mom loaded me up 
with leftovers, a 6-pack of soda, some 
cookies, and peanut butter. 
I went home with plenty of time to read 
at least a couple of chapters before I went 
to sleep. However, I had forgotten that 
Family Ties, Cheers, and Night Court 
were on. Oh well, studying can wait. 
Friday morning I woke up bright and 
early (OK, it was bright because it was 
11:00 a.m.). I immediately started reading 
about Kung Bushmen. By 11:30 I had had 
it so I called a friend. 
Well, we ended up in Mexico. I should 
have known it was a bad idea when there 
was a 45-minute wait to get into Mexico. 
Being brave I drove across. I love driving 
over there. No rules. 
Anyway, we went to Avenida Revolu-
cion. We were like all tourists, except that 
we didn't have our picture taken on a 
burro. 
The shopkeepers were out in full force 
trying to lure us into their shops. We final­
ly went into one of the shops. We found 
exactly what we wanted. The price: 
$62.00. Too rich. We started haggling. 
The salesman found out we were from San 
Diego and dropped the price by 50%. 
After doing this he told us that he thought 
we were New Yorkers, otherwise he 
wouldn't have asked for so much money. I 
didn't get the connection, but I smiled, 
gave the man $31.00 and left. 
We were still laughing about being 
called New Yorkers when we heard 
"something for the newly weds in here?!" It 
took us a while to realize that they were 
talking to us. 
It must have been a day for New 
Yorkers and Newlyweds because in the 
next shop they wanted to know if we were 
enjoying our honeymoon in Mexico and if 
we liked Mexico better than New York. 
They seemed to find it difficult to believe 
that we were A) not married and B) not 
from New York. Finally we just stopped 
trying to convince them. 
When it was finally time to leave we 
were dreading the wait at the border. 
Luckily there was a shorter line to leave 
than there was to get in. So, we just 
zoomed across. 
Well, by that time it was Friday night 
and I make it a rule never to study on a 
Friday night. So, I didn't. However, I 
made a pact with myself to wake up early 
Saturday morning to study. 
Well, I completed part one. I was awake 
and ready to work at 9:30. However, 
before 1 could start studying I had to get 
my laundry done. And, while I was doing 
laundry I had to strip the bed and wash 
the sheets. OK, now it's time to study. Oh 
wait, you can't study without breakfast. 
So, into the kitchen to fry up a couple of 
eggs. While I was in the kitchen I realized 
that the dishes needed to be done and the 
floor needed to be mopped. So I did all 
that. While I was in the cleaning mood I 
also did the bathroom, the two bedrooms, 
the living room, and my car. I asked my 
roommate if I could wash her car too, but 
she just laughed and said, "Lots of 
homework, huh?" 
Later I found out that there was this 
great movie on so homework would have 
to wait. It was great! It was a 1919 flic. The 
printing was fuzzy, I don't know who 
starred in it, and I can't remember the ti­
tle, but it was great. 
Well, I finally did start to study around 
5:00, but some friends came by with milk 
and cookies so we had a party. We ate our 
cookies, drank our milk, and listened to 
AM radio. It was a blast. 
So, now I find myself on Sunday after­
noon with no homework done. OK, to­
day's the day. If I don't do it now I'll never 
do it. I should have no distractions: the 
rooms are clean, the car's clean, and the 
roommate's at work. Church—that's it! I'll 
go to church. I'll pray for someone else to 
do my homework (divine intervention). 
Well, that took all of an hour. And my 
homework is still sitting here. Lunch, it's 
time for lunch. Oh no, no food in the 
apartment, guess I'll have to go grocery 
shopping. 
Well, now the roommate's home. You 
can't expect me to study with her around. 
Oh well, I guess I'll just watch a little TV 
and call it an early evening. I mean after 
all, I have an early-morning class to get up 
for . . . well, maybe I'll sleep through it 
and go to my afternoon class . . . then 
again 
ing field of over-enthusiastic golf groupies. 
Over the extended weekend, support for 
Cisneros and Collins grew while 
authorities held them on "cruelty to 
animals" charges. The charges were later 
dropped, but the golf heroes were put on 
probation. 
Before the game got underway again, 
Dr./President Art Hughes entertained the 
crowd with some old favorites including "I 
Love You Just the Way You Are," "Stair­
way to Heaven," and "In-A-Gadda-Da-
Vida." 
Collins' opening shot was a blinding 
spiral that caused the indented sphere to 
create sonic booms that rocked the quaint 
university campus. Collins later described 
the historic shot as "the ultimate all in this 
environment. Which is simply an occupa­
tional holding tank that will one day jet­
tison us out into the real world." 
Cisneros argued that "the seismegoric 
consequences shattered the integrity of 
the imprudent latency that will 
m i s c o n s t r u e  a n y  c o m p r e s s e d  
proportions." 
Cisneros, who made several good, clean 
shots, was unable to catch the fast-paced 
Collins. Celebrities noticeably missing in 
the crowd included Sharon Stegmuller, 
Mickie Dolenz, Kim Comeau, and Dr. 
Larry Williamson. 
SPANISH 





Chuck E. Cheese 
Pizza Parlor 
Mira Mesa 
Come and have fun with us 
and support the Spanish Club 
All Invited! 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
"Let's see here. ... Oh! Close, but no cigar. 
You want the place up the road-
same as I told those other lellahs." 
Courtesy of the Evening Tribune 
Sponsored by Michael Cisneros 
VISTA Off-Beat Editor 
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San Diego Scene 
Former Glory Days At The Douglas Hotel 
By Arian Collins 
Entertainment Editor 
Reprinted From "Newsline" 
They stand silent and unassuming, 
almost hiding. All around downtown San 
Diego are small hotels. Most of them were 
built between the 1880's and the 
mid-1930's. Several of these hotels have 
been torn down recently to make room for 
redevelopment. The Center City Develop­
ment Corporation (CCDC) is having the 
hotels torn down so that multi-unit apart­
ment buildings can be put in their place. 
The reasoning behind this is that in 
order to make the Horton Plaza Shopping 
Center a success, more people will have to 
live downtown. Mission Valley and its 
two large shopping centers long ago at­
tracted customers away from downtown. 
The CCDC, which is in charge of down­
town urban renewal, sees Horton Plaza 
and the building of affordable housing 
downtown as keys to revitalizing the city. 
The downtown hotels are not large 
enough to accommodate the influx of peo­
ple the CCDC not only expects, but 
needs. 
There is a lot more involved than just 
tearing down old buildings and construct­
ing new ones. First, the people that live in 
the hotels have to be relocated. Second, a 
great deal of money is needed to make all 
these projects work. 
The CCDC has relocated 370 individu­
als and families and 146 businesses since 
1978. However, finding homes for people 
is not an easy task. For the Marina 
Redevelopment area, both the San Diego 
Fire Department and the San Diego 
Building Department were contacted and 
asked to make a list of hotels in downtown 
that would be safe and suitable for relo­
cation. Only the hotels that were on both 
lists were considered. Then the managers 
of each hotel were asked to present infor­
mation on the space available. Eleven 
hotels were surveyed in late July of this 
year. 129 vacancies were found with prices 
ranging from $150 per month to $300 per 
month. 
Other considerations were made. Every­
one that was to be relocated had to fill out 
a questionnaire. The CCDC was able to 
find out who needed an elevator, who had 
a car, who needed to be near public trans­
portation, etc. People were also asked if 
they wanted to stay downtown, or move 
somewhere else with similar rent prices. 
The survey showed that most wanted to 
remain downtown. Those who did not 
want to stay downtown were placed in 
other communities such as Hillcrest and 
North Park. People being relocated can 
receive up to $4000 in funds to help with 
moving expenses. The cost to relocate peo­
ple and businesses in the Marina Redevel­
opment area will be over $500,000. 
Opponents to the tearing down of the 
hotels have questioned the large amount 
of money being spent. The Douglas Hotel 
on Market Street, which has 40 units, is 
scheduled to be torn down and replaced 
with a 192 unit, four story apartment 
building called the Market Street Square 
Apartments. The cost of the rehabilita­
tion of the Douglas would run about 
$10,000 per unit. The Market Street 
Square Apartments will cost about 
$58,000 per unit. It will cost an estimated 
$58 per square foot. The cost of the 
Market Street Square Apartments comes 
to a whopping $11.2 million. Over $3.7 
million will come from a grant from the 
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 
Development. 
Still, $11.2 million is a lot of money con­
sidering only an estimated 250 people will 
benefit from the apartment building. 
"Have you built anything lately?" asked 
Pamela Hamilton of CCDC during a tele­
phone interview. "The price includes tear­
ing down the existing buildings and clear­
ing the land. And since it's downtown, 
subterranean parking will have to be 
built." 
"Forty units in the new building will be 
designated for low-income residents," said 
Dave Alsbrook of CCDC. "Those who 
were living in the Douglas Hotel will have 
priority for those units." It is uncertain 
how many people will be able to take ad­
vantage of this. By the time the apartment 
building is finished, most of the residents 
will be settled somewhere else. The other 
152 units are described as affordable and 
attractive. 
Some people argue that the city is better 
off without the small, aging hotels. On 
September 14, 1978 the Astor, Neptune, 
Arthur, Paris, Rosslyn, Lamon, Coast, 
and Clark, all small downtown hotels, 
were raided by police on charges of prosti­
tution. "We (CCDC) have already saved a 
lot of historic buildings downtown," said 
Dave Alsbrook. "The Gaslamp Quarter is 
proof of that." This is not the first time in 
San Diego's history that downtown hotels 
have been torn down. During the early to 
mid '60's redevelopment boom in San 
Diego, many hotels in center city were 
leveled. But in most cases, those were torn 
down to make way for banks and office 
buildings. 
What the CCDC is doing now is better 
than what happened to the Senator 
Hotel," said Frank McClellend of Neigh­
borhood Outreach. "In 1980 the owners 
of the hotel decided to turn it into an of­
fice building. So people, some of them in 
their 70's, who had lived there for years, 
were asked to leave. And since it was a 
private affair, the residents didn't receive 
any moving expenses." 
While San Diego is losing some of its 
history, it is gaining a renewed downtown. 
Whether all the changes justify the cost is 
yet to be seen. Still the CCDC and many 
city politicians are eager to revitalize 
downtown and attract not only more San 
Diegans to the city, but more tourists. 
Renovations Make Dollars And Sense 
By Arian Collins 
Entertainment Editor 
Reprinted From "Newsline" 
The Douglas Hotel is a strange sight. It 
sits on Market Street between Second and 
Third Avenue, right next to Horton Plaza 
New glass and steel structures tower over 
the small, old, plaster and wood building. 
It's hard to imagine that the Douglas once 
housed one of the best-known nightclubs 
downtown. 
The Douglas was built in 1924 by two 
San Diego businessmen, George Ramsey 
and Bob Rowe. It was named after 
Frederick Douglas, a well-known Black 
abolishonist and educator. Ramsey was 
the better known of the two. He had also 
built the Yesmar Hotel (Ramsey spelled 
backward) on Fourth Avenue. For a time 
he also managed the Yesmar with one of 
his wives (over the years he had a few). 
However, both Ramsey and Rowe hit it 
big with the Douglas. The Douglas Hotel 
housed the finest cabaret in the Black sec­
tor of San Diego. Some of the best known 
entertainers in the country came to San 
Diego to perform at the Douglas Night­
club. 
There were forty-five rooms, a bar, a 
restaurant, a stage, and a dance floor that 
accommodated 500 people. During the 
1930's, the Douglas was a place people 
could go to temporarily forget the Depres­
sion. It was also one of the few places in 
the city where Blacks could perform, go 
for entertainment, or stay. 
Bob Rowe's wife, Mable, allegedly ran a 
whore house at the Douglas. In 1929, 
Rowe died and Mable soon after married 
Ramsey. Mabel ran the Douglas well and 
the hotel and nightclub became known as 
the "Creole Palace." 
In place of the Douglas Hotel, a 192-unit 
apartment complex is to be built. Forty of 
these are to be reserved for low-income 
residents and the rest are described as af­
fordable and attractive. In a letter to 
Samuel Pierce, Secretary of the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Devel­
opment, Mayor Roger Hedgecock de­
scribed the project as "... a key com­
ponent in the implementation of San 
Diego's Marina Redevelopment Project." 
The new complex will be called the 
Market Street Square Apartments. In 
order to make room for it, not only will 
the Douglas have to be leveled, the whole 
block will have to be torn down. Sharing 
the block with the Douglas includes an 
auto repair shop and a storage facility. It's 
the Douglas, however, that has been the 
focus of disagreements. In the Housing 
Development Grant Proposal prepared by 
the city of San Diego, the Douglas Hotel is 
described as "substandard." In the same 
proposal, the block is described as 
"blighted." However, in 1981, the 
manager of the hotel described the fur­
nishings as "pretty good," and people who 
would like to see the Douglas remain have 
described it as "salvageable." 
"The question is whether the Douglas is 
worth saving," said Dave Alsbrook of the 
CCDC. "In our opinion it's not signifi­
cant to San Diego history." 
Whether the Douglas Hotel and Night­
club are historically significant to San 
Diego will not matter much longer. The 
residents of the hotel are to be relocated as 
soon as possible. The block is scheduled to 
be cleared during the summer of 1985, and 
construction on the Market Street Square 
Apartments is to begin in the following 
autumn. 
Mabel Ramsey became one of the 
richest women in San Diego. She had a 
new car and a chauffeur. She later di­
vorced George Ramsey and bought his 
share of the Douglas. After that her 
finances fell into ruin. She went broke and 
had to sell the Douglas. Mabel died in 
1962 in a country rest home. 
The hotel and nightclub enjoyed success 
during the Second World War, then the 
Douglas quietly faded from popularity. In 
1958 the nightclub was renamed the 
Harlem 400 Club. In the mid-1970s, it 
became a short-lived New Wave night 
spot called the Skeleton Club before it got 
out of hand and was closed down. 
Lately, the fifty-year-old hotel was be­
come what most of downtown's small, ag­
ing hotels are: cheap housing. The hotel, 
which now has 40 rooms, has taken on 
boarders that rent either on a weekly or 
monthly basis. The rates for most of the 
rooms are between $105 to $145 per 
month. 
Downtown redevelopment has resulted 
in many old hotels being torn down, and 
the Douglas is scheduled to be the next to 
fall. Currently the Center City Develop­
ment Corporation (CCDC) has no plans 
to tear down other hotels after the 
Douglas is removed. 
When the proposal was first made in the 
late 1970's to tear down the hotel, some 
people tried to save it and maintain it as 
an historical landmark. The attempts 
have failed and the endorsement for the 
project comes from as high up as the 
mayor's office. 
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San Diego Scene 
Arson Strikes Old Globe Theater Again 
By Laura McCabe 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
The flames of an arsonists's fire struck 
the Old Globe Theatre complex once 
again on October 29th. This is the second 
fire in 6V2 years to strike the theater, 
which is nationally famous for its summer 
Shakespeare festival. 
The 624 seat Festival Stage was com­
pletely destroyed. Sgt. Frank Barone of 
the San Diego Metro Arson Strike Team 
reported that "common combustibles" 
such as papers and possibly flammable li­
quids ignited the fast-moving fire. Old 
Globe president Jim Milch expressed 
regret after learning that the fire had been 
deliberately set. 
"I had really hoped it was an accident. It 
makes us all feel a little more uneasy to 
know that someone that's loose out there 
gets their jollies this way," Milch stated. 
Early in the morning of March, 1978, an 
arsonist completely destroyed the 43-year-
old landmark Old Globe Theatre. News of 
the fire elicited all forms of support from 
throughout the nation. Nearly one-half 
million dollars of unsolicited contribu­
tions were received within 30 days after 
the tragedy. 
Only 100 days following the fire, the 
San Diego National Shakespeare Festival 
opened as scheduled on the new Festival 
Stage. This stage was erected in only 52 
days. In June of 1979, this three-theater 
complex was named the Simon Edison 
Center for the Performing Arts, in honor 
of the late husband of Helen Edison. Her 
contribution to the rebuilding fund was 
the largest single private donation ever 
made to a San Diego performing arts insti­
tution. 
The Old Globe Theatre, located in 
Balboa Park, produces all styles of 
theatrical entertainment, with an em­
phasis on Shakespeare during the months 
of summer. The forty-nine-year-old 
theater was constructed in February of 
1935, and since then has staged 120 
Shakespearian productions and 370 pro­
ductions from the works of other 
playwrites. 
The facility was originally an entertain­
ment attraction of the 1935-36 California 
Pacific International Exposition. In accor­
dance with an agreement which stated 
that all temporary buildings would be de­
stroyed upon closure of the exposition, the 
Globe was scheduled for demolition. This 
news aroused a small group of citizens, 
who raised $10,000 and arranged for the 
remodelings to conform with existing 
building codes and fire regulations. 
During the reconstruction period, pro­
ductions were staged at nearby Balboa 
Park buildings. On December 2, 1937, the 
remodeled Old Globe Theatre opened 
with a production of John Van Druten's 
"The Distaff Side." In the cast was a 
young actor named Craig Noel, who con­
tinued to work there and is now Executive 
Producer. 
In 1963, Noel began producing plays in 
the Falstaff Tavern. These were so suc­
cessful that in 1969 the Tavern was 
remodeled to become the Cassius Carter 
Centre Stage. This stage caters to plays re­
quiring a setting of simplicity, intimacy 
and specialization. 
In contrast to the Carter Stage, the Old 
Globe Theatre aims at filling the com­
mand of traditional values and tech­
niques. This flexible stage has over 40 
traps, elevators, and total freedom for 
adaptability. 
The Festival Stage was set up following 
the first fire in 1978 to house that year's 
festival, and those to follow until the new 
theater was ready. This stage is now the 
setting of all the outdoor productions. 
Milch said that a state of the art alarm 
system was installed at the main stage after 
the 1978 fire. A similar system may be 
used when the Festival Stage is rebuilt. It is 
expected to be reconstructed in time for 
the June opening of the Shakespeare 
festival. 
YOUTH CONFERENCE & CONCERT 
CONVENTION and PERFORMING ARTS CENTER NOV. 30-DEC. 1,2. 
MAKE MELODY in 
HOUR HEARTS FOR THE LORD 
YOUTH MASS 
His stories and jokes will 
make you roar with 
laughter. Catholic priest . 
with doctorate in clinical 
psychology. Nationally 
known teacher. Was 
miraculously healed of 
terminal cancer in 1980. 
Fr. Jerry taught at St. 
Augustine High School for 
10 years. His love for young 
adults is clearly expressed. 





Once his youth group was 
exposed to his musical talent 
1 the news spread like 
wildfire. He has performed 
at concerts across the U.S. 
From the steady (low of 
openness in "The Call" to 
the jet spray of "Only As 
Sick As Your Secrets." 
"Walk That Talk" drenches 
you with lyrics that demand 
response and commitment. 
You've gotta like it. 
Surviving dangerous 
missionary experiences fills 
her talk with impact. Sr. 
McKcnna entered the Order 
of St. Clare in 1961, and 
came to America when she 
was sent to a teaching 
assignment in Tampa, 
Florida. 
Fr. Bud's enthusiasm added 
to the dynamics of the "Yes, 
Lord" conference team., 
promises to pack this 
weekend with excitement! 
He was raised in Lakeside 
and graduated from the 
University of San Diego. 
He was ordained in 1980 
and his gifts of ministry and 
relating to youth are clearly 
obvious! 
HIGH SCHOOL &COLLEGE*$500 ON SITE REGISTRATION WILL BE *800 SPONSORED BY THE DIOCESAN CHARISMATIC RENEWAL CENTER, 459-3255 
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Greek Voice 
Alpha Delta Pi Sigma Pi 
ADPals Become Active Pi Football's McNamee 
Leads Way To Playoffs 
The members of Alpha Delta Pi have 
been very busy these last couple of weeks. 
Recently, the ADPals held their first for­
mal meeting. The ADPals got a chance to 
meet each other over dinner in the 
Presidents Dining Room. After dinner 
and a short meeting, the ADPals were 
serenaded by the members of ADPi and 
each ADPal was given a red rose. ADPi's 
are looking forward to more activities with 
their ADPals! ADPi and SigmaChi recent­
ly held a mixer at the Plaza International 
Hotel. The mixer was planned and organ­
ized by the fall pledge class. Thanks to 
social chairmans, Deena Aladray and 
Gina Audino for all of their hard work. 
ADPi thanks the Brothers of Sigma Chi 
for the safe return of Alphie. 
Over the weekend of November 17 and 
18, the sisters of Alpha Delta Pi took their 
annual retreat. This year's retreat was held 
at the home of Andee Krypinski in 
Newport Beach. Early Saturday morning 
ADPis left USD by carpool to embark 
upon Andee's home. The retreat, planned 
by Tammy Strait, succeeded in bringing 
the pledges and the actives together for a 
weekend of fun and adventure! After 
spending Saturday night in Newport 
Beach, ADPis returned to USD on Sun-
Zeta Tau Alt>ha 
Anne Remembered 
The Sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha would 
like to dedicate this week's article to our 
sister, Anne Swanke. Anne passed away 
this past week due to a great tragedy. We 
ask that all of you remember Anne and 
her family in your prayers. The members 
of Zeta have been wearing black ribbons 
this week in memory of Anne. We are 
honored to announce Anne's little sister, 
Heather Lampron, as our ZETA of the 
week. Anne will always be in our thoughts 
as a Zeta and as a very special person. 
day morning. 
This week Alpha Delta Pi has been 
sponsoring a Beauty Week for the women 
of USD. On Tuesday evening a represen­
tative from Merle Norman spoke about 
different makeup techniques. On Wednes­
day, 6110 Hair Studio spoke about the 
latest hairstyles. Tonight a representative 
from Nordstrom will talk about building a 
wardrobe on a college budget. 
Congratulations to pledge Michele Jac-




Congratulations to the Delta Pledge 
Class on your outstanding job for the 
Senior Citizen Outreach Weekend. Nearly 
a 100% turnout of the pledges not only 
won them a $ prize, but more importantly, 
enabled them to lend a helping hand to 
the elderly of San Diego. Great Job! 
The sock-hop exchange, with the Sisters 
of Zeta Tau Alpha, Friday the 16th was 
surely the best exchange ever. An 
awesome live band, dance contest (way to 
go Hilary and Kevin), 50's outfits, and 
refreshments equaled a great time for the 
actives and pledges of both Sigma Chi and 
Zeta. Thanks, Zetas! 
Little Sisters, we absolutely CANNOT 
wait for the surpise on Saturday night. 
What are the ties for??.7 
Rumor has it, Gamma Phi Beta, that an 
exchange is in the working soon ... so 
keep the faces of the bros ever smiling on 
our beloved composite. 
The Little Sisters would like to congra­
tulate the winners of their recent raffle. 
They were: Larry Getz won a dinner for 
two at TGIFridays and Barbara Ellis won 
a dinner for two at the Chart House. 
Thanks for the support and congratula­









' * N PACIFICAV-0 IN 
TRAVEL V 
295-0202 
No Service Charge 
5103 LINDA VISTA ROAD 
next to Presidio Garden Center 
The Sigma Pi football legend continues. 
At the helm is our own Jim "Ace" 
McNamee who has once again led our 
team into the intramurals playoffs. Con­
gratulations to all the players and good 
luck. 
This year's Little Sister program is 
stronger and better than ever. The Little 
Sister midnight bowling activity has 
become still another Little Sister tradition. 
The Little Sisters executive Board is doing 
an incredible job by constantly coming up 
with new and innovative ideas. Last 
week's roust of all the brothers at 6:00 
a.m. is a perfect example. With a mean 
case of pillow head, seventy brothers and 
sisters went to breakfast compliments of 
the Little Sisters. Girls we love you all. 
Two weeks ago Saturday was a very 
special day for the brothers and Little 
Sisters, as we had the honor to lend a 
hand in the San Diego Chapter of the 
Special Olympics. As volunteers, we were 
there to encourage and support all the 
athletes. Some of the Pi's were called "hug-
gers" and their job was to hug all the con­
testants as they crossed the finish line. A 
very simple gesture, but one that warmed 
a lot of hearts. Special thanks to Mike Still 
for all his coordinating efforts. Salve. 
OVERSEAS EMPLOYMENT 
WORLD-WIDE OPPORTUNITIES FOR MEN AND WOMEN! JAPAN 
-EUROPE - AFRICA - AUSTRALIA - THE SOUTH PACIFIC - SOUTH 
AMERICA - THE FAR EAST. 
EXCELLENT BENEFITS. HIGHER SALARIES AND WAGES! FREE 
TRANSPORTATION! GENEROUS VACATIONS! 
More than 300,000 Americans—not including members of the armed 
services—are now living overseas. These people are engaged in nearly 
every possible activity. . . construction, engineering, sales, transporta­
tion, secretarial work, accounting, manufacturing, oil refining, teaching, 
nursing, government, etc.—etc. And many are earning $2,000 to $5,000 
per month ... or more! 
To allow you the opportunity to apply for overseas employment, we 
have researched and compiled a new and exciting directory on overseas 
employment. Here is just a sample of what our International Employment 
Directory covers. 
(1). Our International Employment Directory lists dozens of cruise ship 
companies, both on the east and west coast. You will be told what type of 
positions the cruise ship companies hire, such as deck hands, restaurant 
help, cooks, bartenders, just to name a few. You will also receive several 
Employment Application Forms that you may send directly to the com­
panies you would like to work for. 
(2). Firms and organizations employing all types of personnel in 
Australia, Japan, Africa, The South Pacific, The Far East, South 
America . . . nearly every part of the free world! 
(3). Companies and Government agencies employing personnel in near­
ly every occupation, from the unskilled laborer to the college trained pro­
fessional man or woman. 
(4). Firms and organizations engaged in foreign construction projects, 
manufacturing, mining, oil refining, engineering, sales, services, teaching, 
etc., etc. 
(5). How and where to apply for overseas Government jobs. 
(6) Information about summer jobs. 
(7). You will receive our Employment Opportunity Digest . . . jam-
packed with information about current job opportunities. Special sections 
feature news of overseas construction projects, executive positions and 
teaching opportunities. 
90 Day Money Back Guarantee 
Our International Employment Directory is sent to you with this 
guarantee. If for any reason you do not obtain overseas employment or 
you are not satisfied with the job offers . . . simply return our Directory 
within 90 days and we'll refund your money promptly ... no questions 
asked. 
International Employment Directory 
131 Elma Dr. Dept. T21 
Centralia, WA 98531 Please send me a copy of your International Employment 
Directory. I understand that I may use this information for 90 
days and if I am not satisfied with the results, I may return 
your Directory for an immediate refund. On that basis I'm 
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USD Defeats  Missouri  Bapt is t  78-48 
Toreros Romp In Season Debut 
Madden, who were sidelined with injuries. night after defeating 11th ranked Nevada 
Jackson and two other JC transfers, Peter Las Vegas, 97-89, last Friday. 
Murphy and James Knight, filled in the The Toreros host San Jose State on 
gaps well. Monday night, December 3rd. Then, on 
Both Bostic and Madden were expected Thursday the 6th, USD will face San 
to return to the lineup in Wednesday's Diego State University at the San Diego 
"real test" against Nevada Reno, whom Sports Arena. Tickets are half-price ($3) at 
Coach Egan described as "one of the the USD bookstore box office and $6 at 
quickest teams in the country." The the Sports Arena on game day. Both 





By Sharon Stegmuller 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
The 1984-85 Women's Swimming and 
Diving Team will be swimming indepen­
dently this season as a result of the dissolu­
tion of the WCAA. 
The fourteen-member band contains 
five divers and nine swimmers. "Their 
main objective this season is to strive for 
individual achievement and make qualify­
ing times for an important meet in Seattle, 
Washington next September," said head 
coach Gary Becker. 
The loss of four members from last 
year's team has resulted in a small team 
this year. The team is also young with 
seven freshmen, five sophomores, two 
juniors, and no seniors. 
The season has begun on a low note 
with CSU Long Beach and Fresno State 
handing the Toreros their first loss in a 
dual meet at Long Beach on November 
10. The Pomona-Pitzer Sagehens added 
another loss to the records on November 
17. 
Becker noted that Margie Ligtenber, a 
junior transfer student, swam well in both 
meets and made the qualifying times for 
the September event in Seattle. 
Laurie Birney also swam well said 
Becker. Martina Rider swam her life-time 
best in the 50 backstroke in the dual meet 
gainst CSU Long Beach and Fresno State. 
Jan Hollahan, a junior at USD and a 
two-year veteran of the team swam very 
well against Pomona-Pitzer, commented 
Becker. 
The Toreros will host CSU Northridge 
this Saturday at the Sports Center. The 
Northridge swimmers were Division II 
champions last year in both men and 
women's swimming and diving. 
Coach Becker needs timers for Satur­
day's meet. Please contact him at the 
Sports Center, 260-4802, ext. 4272 if you 
can help with the meet. 
By John Schlegel 
Spor t s  Ed i tor  
The USD men's basketball team opened 
their 1984-85 season with a decisive 
78-48 victory over Missouri Baptist last 
Saturday night. The win marked a suc­
cessful debut for new Head Coach Hank 
Egan and the defending West Coast 
Athletic Conference champion Toreros. 
6'11" sophomore center Scott Thomp­
son, last year's WCAC Freshman of the 
Year, started the season off well, scoring 
24 points and grabbing 10 rebounds, both 
game highs. Thompson shot a scorching 
13 of 17 from the field on the offensive side 
and blocked four Spartan shots on 
defense. 
"Scott does a great job in there—he 
doesn't force anything," said Coach Egan. 
"He has very good shot selection and 
when they made a mistake, he took ad­
vantage of it." 
Senior forward Anthony Reuss, a 
returning All-WCAC player, added 
twelve points and seven rebounds for the 
Toreros. Also scoring in double figures for 
USD was Kiki Jackson, a transfer guard 
from Mesa Community College in 
Arizona, who scored ten points. Jackson 
also dished out six assists, as did senior 
Chris Carr. 
"Everybody played good considering it 
was the opener," said Egan. "We showed 
that there are things that we could im­
prove on, but it was a good start. We need 
some more work on our rebounding and 
overall defense, but we'll be all right." 
USD did, however, manage to out-
rebound Missouri Baptist by a margin of 
38-25 while holding them under fifty 
points. And they did that without the ser­
vices of senior guard Mark Bostic, a All-
WCAC Honorable Mention performer 
last year, and sophomore forward Nils 
By Cathy Hupp 
Staf f  Wr i t e r  
After losing their season opener to Cal 
State Los Angeles, the women's basketball 
team scored a win over Cal State North­
ridge Saturday and is gearing up for a 
tough week of competition. They will host 
rival Chapman College tomorrow night at 
7:30. 
In Saturday's game at Northridge, the 
Toreras showed shooting strength in 
sophomore Cathy O'Brien, senior Mary 
Stanbra, and junior Debbie Theroux, 19, 
16, and 10 points respectively. "I expect to 
see continued improvement in the upcom­
ing games," said Coach Kathy Marpe. 
They head into "some of the toughest 
games we will have," according to sopho­
more Lynn Hajdukovich, who is sidelined 
with a stress fracture. "It was an important 
win; we needed to come off the loss," she 
commented, referring to their 53-49 defeat 
to Cal State Los Angeles. 
And come off of it they did, with the 
support of both defense and offense. Sue 
Hampton and Amy Hillenbrand added 
pressure on defense, while Cathy O'Brien 
and Debbie Theroux led the Toreras to a 
65-52 win. 
After two games, USD's top scorers are 
Cathy O'Brien, Mary Stanbra, and Deb­
bie Theroux with points per game 
averages of 13.5, 13.0, and 9.5, respective­
ly. Of these scorers, Theroux leads in the 
percentage of field goals made to field 
goals attempted and in the free throw 
average, shooting .571 and 1.000, respec­
tively. Theroux, Hampton, O'Brien, Stan­
bra, and sophomore Kelly Schroeder are 
the top five in playing time average per 
game. O'Brien and Theroux lead in 
number of rebounds, having 18 and 13, 
respectively. Overall, USD has averaged 
57.0 points per game, while allowing its 
opposition an average of 52.5 points per 
game. 
Swanke Tragedy Cont 
SATl DIEGO STATE UI1IVERSI7Y 
Professor Swanke. "Anne wanted to be an 
opera singer. I think she had the in-
tellence, sensitivity and talent to reach 
that goal. So even though she herself will 
use her beautiful voice to sing the praises 
of God in His heaven, I am hopeful that 
all her family and friends will help us 
develop a fund which will help other 
singers get the education and training 
which they will need to become the opera 
singer on earth that Anne wanted to be." 
Donations may be made through USD 
Public Relations to the Anne C. Swanke 
Memorial Fund. 
Contributions to the funds, family and 
music department have also been made by 
Zeta Tau Alpha sorority. "We are 
donating something useful to the music 
department to be used by future music ma­
jors," said ZTA President Clare 
D'Agostino, "because that is what she 
would want." As Pledge Class President 
and music chairman, Swanke brought 
laughter, happiness and music to the 
sorority. She was sponsored by ZTA as a 
1982 Homecoming Junior Princess can­
didate, and was awarded for holding the 
highest GPA of her pledge class. "At the 
meeting the night she disappeared, we all 
shared something that was positive and 
important in our lives. Anne said she was 
so happy and wanted to do so much for 
ZTA. She was always thinking of us, and 
others. That's how we will remember her," 
added D'Agostino. 
A double major in French and Music, 
Anne Catherine Swanke 
Swanke was within five weeks of gradua­
tion. An honor student nominated to 
Who's Who Amongst American College 
and University Students and the National 
Registry of Outstanding College 
Graduates, Swanke was active in theatre, 
recently starring in the french opera "An 
Elixir of Love." USD's opera performance 
concluded. Sunday before her abduction. 
A memorial mass filled Founders 
Chapel Monday, followed by a Rosary at 
Our Lady of Grace Tuesday. Yesterday's 
funeral was well-attended as friends and 
family paid their last respects to a young 
woman noted as " a beautiful blessing to 
us all." 
GET A JUMP ON THE SPRING SEMESTER 
IN 
WINTER SESSION 
JANUARY 7-25, 1985 
SDSU's uncrowded WINTER SESSION of­
fers more than 90 short, intensive courses 
from 32 departments. Take advantage of 
this low-cost opportunity and earn up to 4 
units before the Spring term begins. 
Call 265-5152 now for your free copy of 
the WINTER 84-85 catalog. 
EXTENDED 
STUDIES 
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Sports 
Men's Cross Country Ends 
Season At San Diego TAC Meet 
The 1984 Men's Cross Country Team: (1 to r) Chris Baker, Peter Wood, 
Shawn Delaney, Rich Strobel, James Silber, J.B. Orecchia, Jack Tade, Fran­
cis Bennett, Rex Ellis, Craig Grivel. Not pictured: Kevin Eppich and John 
Abbate. 
IM Corner 
Running with a relaxed attitude against 
some of the finest running talent San 
Diego has to offer, the USD harriers 
blazed through the San Diego TAC 
Championships over the unrelenting hills 
ofUCSD. 
Notable performances include a strong 
effort by Rex Ellis, who led the team in 
Chutzpah Dethroned Buy The Case 
The caller was trying to reach "dial a 
dynasty," but the voice at the other end of 
the line was unfamiliar. It didn't sound 
like Rick Hagan, captain of the three-time 
defending champions, Certain Chutz­
pah. It was in fact Mike Curran, captain 
of Better Buy the Case. How could this 
be? It was so because on a day more suit­
able for duck hunting or rice growing, 
Better Buy the Case put together three 
victories, including two over the defend­
ing champs, to lay claim to the title of 
USD co-rec softball champions for the fall 
of 1984. 
The first game was easier than expected. 
Better Buy the Case eliminated the 
Ball Bangers from the playoffs 8-0. John 
Tenuta, Don Pannier and Paul Leasure 
each got hits in their first two at-bats, and 
the score was 7-0 after three innings. It is 
unfortunate that the score never got closer 
because Howard Hill's team deserved a 
better fate. The Ball Bangers are a team 
with a rare combination of spirit, skill, 
and most of all sportsmanship. No one 
has ever argued a close call quite like 
Laura Finn. On the skill side, the Ball 
Bangers won every game in which their 
opponent was not either Certain Chutz­
pah or Better Buy the Case. Next 
semester, these two may become victims as 
well. 
The championship game was a rematch 
between the winners bracket finalists. In 
that game Certain Chutzpah showed 
their dominance in an easy 13-5 win. 
Smart money said the result would be 
similar in the championship game. A 
high-ranking official from Better Buy 
the Case even admitted that an upset was 
unlikely—so much for predictions. 
The first game was scoreless for three in­
nings. In each of the next two innings 
Certain Chutzpah managed to turn one 
hit into a run. The sixth inning was come­
back time for Better Buy the Case. 
Mike Curran, Tina Burke, and John 
Tenuta led off with singles making the 
score 2-1. A ground out and a fly ball 
moved the runners to second and third, 
leaving the inning and perhaps the season 
up to Maureen Philpott. A hard hit 
ground ball and lots of hustle resulted in 
an infield hit. Heads up baserunning by 
John Tenuta also allowed him to score the 
go ahead run. Two innings later it was 
time for another game. 
The final game was much like the first, 
but due in large part to the aggressive 
baserunning of Jim Scott it was Certain 
Chutzpah with the 3-2 lead in the sixth 
inning. Six must be a lucky number for 
Better Buy the Case because by the 
time this inning was over the score was 
7-3. It was not to change. When Don Pan­
nier caught the final out in the seventh in­
ning there was a new champion—Better 
Buy the Case. 
Note: Despite the intensity of these 
championship games, the sportsmanship 
displayed by both teams was exemplary. 
Despite the unfamiliar position they were 
in (losers of the game), Certain Chutz­
pah was very gracious in defeat. Likewise, 
Better Buy the Case was equally sport­
ing toward their opponents. Both teams 
should be proud of their performance on 
and off the field. 
28:38. Jack Tade, who got caught up in a 
shoving match at the start, went out like a 
man possessed and finished hard in 29:17. 
Rich Strobel ran this one on cruise control 
and hit the tape at 29:49. Peter Wood is 
rediscovering his form after battling an 
iron deficiency over the 2nd half of the 
season. "Having not been able to make 
the San Francisco trip ought to make him 
hungry for next year," said Coach Jim 
O'Brien. His time of 30:05 placed him 
right behind Strobel. J.B. Orecchia 
rounded out the scoring finishing in 30:32, 
while John Abbate, Kevin Eppich, and 
Craig Grivel finished out their seasons in 
rare form. 
"This is a very young team with 
unlimited potential if they make a com­
mitment to serious training in the off­
season," says Coach O'Brien. He expects 
next season to be a rebuilding year and 
will plan the schedule accordingly with 
focus on 1986. "Quick results are a fan­
tasy; hard work is the reality of the situa­
tion when seeking rewards," according to 
O'Brien. 
He goes on to state that he is very proud 
of the way this team unified by the end of 
a long campaign and can envision only 
positive results in the future. The time to 
begin preparing for next season is now, as 
Coach O'Brien intends to emphasize 
recruitment of more quality athletes from 
both on and off campus. "When all things 
are said and done, this season was a lot of 
fun." 
Men's Softball Kerns Advance Barely 
Anyone who thought that Uncle Wig-
leys victory over the Master Batters was 
a fluke had better think again. In the win­
ners bracket final of the men's softball 
playoffs, Uncle Wigleys extended Ker-
nifest Destiny to the limit and then 
some before falling 3-2 in ten innings. 
Kernifest Destiny scored in the first 
inning when Stuart Clark singled home 
Mike Pacino with one out. Uncle 
BUD LIGHT 
Flag Football 
Player of the Week 
Mike Preston 
Three weeks ago, the #2 ranked S and 
M Boys were soundly defeated 19-0 by 
Sigma Pi I. This would be enough to 
destroy the confidence of most teams. 
However, led by quarterback Mike 
Preston, the S and M Boys have 
responded with victories of 34-0 and 
40-12. In these two games, Preston has 
thrown a total of ten touchdown passes. 
The six he threw in last week's victory 
over the Wolverines have earned him 
the player of the week honors. 
Wigleys responded with two of their own 
in the bottom of the first when Steve Bar­
bara and Mark Curran both crossed the 
plate safely. Then the pitchers took over. 
Mark Marinkovich was throwing the best 
knuckleball this side of Robert Buck and 
Mike Pacino was matching him pitch for 
pitch. Going to the top of the seventh, it 
was still 2-1. Then the walking began. 
John Dannemiller and Lonnie Tubbs 
opened the inning by keeping the bat on 
their shoulders. Greg Kraintz hit into a 
force play and Mike Pacino walked. J.D. 
Vukasin grounded into a force at third 
but the throw home was too late to get 
Lonnie Tubbs and the game was tied. 
Extra innings wasn't much different. 
Neither team even threatened in the 
eighth or ninth. In the tenth, a great 
throw nailed Jim Scott at the plate, but a 
throwing error allowed Rick Hagan to 
score the go-ahead run. In the bottom of 
the inning, Mark Bauer led off with a 
single but could advance no farther. Un­
cle Wigley's gets closer to Kernifest 
Destiny each game and may just get 
another shot at them before the season is 
over. 
In the losers bracket, the winners were 
Master Batters, Two Balls and a Bat, 
and the rain. The Master Batters faced 
the Phi Kap Bushmen for the third time 
this year, and made it a perfect three for 
three. A close 2-0 game was blown wide 
open in the top of the seventh inning as 
the Master Batters scored six times en 
route to an 8-0 victory. The Phi Kap 
Bushmen ended their season at 5-4 but 
all four losses were either to Kernifest 
Destiny or the Master Batters. They 
will be tough again in the Spring. 
In the other game, Two Balls and a 
Bat proved that whether they trail or 
have a lead, they will find a way to make 
the game close. Rob Leach's team scored 
five times in the first inning, two times in 
the second and three in the third to take a 
10-1 lead. With most teams this would 
seem safe. In the top of the seventh in­
ning, the score was 11-7. There were run­
ners on first and second and only one out 
when Dan McKeon hit a line drive that 
had single to left written all over it. Unfor­
tunately for Dan, shortstop Kevin Morrin 
jumps higher than your average white 
man and he turned the hit into a game 
ending double play. 
The game between Two Balls and a 
Bat and the Master Batters was subse­
quently rained out. It will be replayed on 
Saturday, December 1 at 3:00 p.m. The 
winner will face Uncle Wigleys on Sun­
day at 11:00 a.m. with the victor having 
the unenviable task of having to defeat 
Kernifest Destiny twice. The first game 
will start at 12:00. 
Sports 
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Sportstalk-
By John Schlegel 
Sports Editor 
One would have to look very hard to 
find a purpose, other than pure greed, in 
pro golfs answer to game shows, The 
Skins Game. 
"The $64,000 Question," "$25,000 
Pyramid," "Tic Tac Dough"—the main 
draw of game shows is money. The more 
green stuff at stake, the more excitement 
and tension that can be built up. The 
more excitement, the better the ratings 
and, ultimately, more money in the pro­
ducer's pocket. 
The Skins Game is a made-for-TV 
sporting event in which golfers can win 
from $10,000 to $40,000 on one hole. 
Unlike game shows, where practically 
anyone can get on and win, The Skins 
Game puts four of the best golfers of all 
time in competition for a total of $360,000 
over 18 holes. 
This year, the second time it has been 
contested, Jack Niclaus came away with 
$240,000 with one 8-foot putt on the 17th 
hole. He and his competitors, Arnold 
Palmer, Gary Player and Tom Watson, 
have won millions of dollars playing golf 
in their careers. It's obvious that they do 
not need the money, but, for the sake of 
exciting, high stakes television entertain­
ment, they get it—and plenty of it. 
Why not have the bottom four golfers in 
the PGA compete for such money? Or 
how about randomly picking up four of 
the worst hackers they could find on any 
public course, giving them free beer, and 
putting them on TV trying to win 
$360,000? Those people need the money a 
lot more, and they would definitely get a 
lot more excited about winning it. But, 
then again, what kind of ratings would 
that get? 
These same four players will not be play­
ing next year as the PGA has now taken 
the tournament under its wing and will 
choose the players with a different for­
mat—naturally, the best (and therefore 
richest) players will still be included. 
Maybe then we'll see Wink Martindale 
saying, "Great putt, Jack! Let's go to 
Johnny Olsen to see what you've won." 




Precision style cuts for women $13 (reg. $18) 
Precision style cuts for men $10 (reg. $15) 
Directional perms $25 (reg. $40) • Sculptured nails (full set) $18 (reg. $40) 
Manicure & pedicure $15 (reg: $28) • Cellophane $15 (reg. $25) 
One hour facial now $28(reg $35) One hour massage now $25(reg $35) 
Specialists in black hair 
Carefree T.C.B. curl $30 * Relax touch-up $30 
Specials good with ad with selected stylists through Dec. 6, 1984 
ELLAS HAIR DESIGN 
A lull service salon 
7608 Linda Vista Rd. (Mesa College Dr. & 163)208-8865 
New shop; 737 Pearl St., La Jolla 456-1170 456-1815 
USD Ski Club Experiences 
Ultimate Utah Ski Weekend 
By Laura McCabe 
Staff Writer 
When I first decided to join the USD ski 
club, I never thought that it meant that I 
was to experience the ultimate ski 
weekend in Salt Lake City, Utah with a 
few thousand other college students. 
Ultimate it was. 
I joined twenty other USD students and 
boarded a Greyhound 2:00 Wednesday 
afternoon. We made a brief stop in Santa 
Ana to pick up more avid skiers like 
ourselves and then we were on our way. 
Five cases of beer, two bottles of wine, 
eight wine coolers, a bunch of soda and 
I8V2 hours later we arrived in Salt Lake 
City. We took an hour break at our hotel 
to shower and dress for skiing then loaded 
the bus for Snowbird. 
After a sunny afternoon of breaking in 
our "ski legs," most students celebrated 
Thanksgiving at our hotel's restaurant, 
"The 13th Floor." The turkey and stuffing 
wasn't quite like mom's but the fact that 
we were in Utah skiing made up for the 
difference. 
All of Friday was spent exploring Alta's 
runs and bowls. The weather turned out 
perfectly and the snow was really light. On 
Friday night the Tri Arc, our hotel, spon­
sored a dance for all students staying there 
and at the two other hotels hosting college 
students. It turned out to be a huge suc­
cess climaxing with a dance contest that 
awarded valuable ski equipment as prizes. 
Park City was on the agenda for Satur­
day. The resort was like a quaint little 
town supplying a couple of restaurants, 
bars, and several novelty shops for the 
tourist. Park City was lacking in snow, but 
it was impossible to tell on the runs that 
we skied. Most students ended a very suc-
PETER SELLERS SHIRLEY MacLAINE 
M A HAL ASHFIY FILM 
BEING THERE-
JACK WARDEN • MELVYN DOUGLAS • RICHARD DYSART- RICHARD BASEHART 
SCREENPLAY BY J€RZ» KOSINSKI • BASE0 ON THE NOVEL BY JEA2Y KOSINSKI 
MUSIC BY JOHNNY MANOCl • EXECUTIVE PROOUCt0 JACK SCHWACHMAN 
CALEBOESCMANEl •PR00UCE0BY ANORf* PRA'JNSBfRG • 0WECTC0 BY HAL ASHBY 
(XSTReuTlONMTERNATXMAl !9B0F0«0^TR«urXMBYa»lhltarfArtlSta 
INTERNAUONAl PICTURE • 
cessful Saturday by attending a costume 
party/dance held at the Hilton. Prizes 
were given for the best costumes. 
At around 11:00 Saturday night screams 
of joy were coming from every direction. 
Each balcony was filled with students 
reaching out to touch the fresh powder 
falling from the sky. Sunday was definitely 
going to be a great day. 
Sunday morning was very busy as 
students poured out of every room loading 
their busses with their suitcases slightly 
stuffed with "Ski Utah" souvenirs. It was 
snowing still, and on the way up to 
Snowbird we had to wait as two Hot Dog­
ger tour busses slid partially into the ditch. 
We managed to be the second bus up to 
an almost empty parking lot which en­
abled us to make the first tracks into over 
twelve inches of virgin snow. 
We reluctantly boarded the bus at 5:00 
on Sunday and headed for home. We 
didn't have the Los Angeles traffic pro­
blem that we had coming up, but our 
wonderful gift of powder was a blessing in 
disguise. It took us ten hours to make it as 
far as Las Vegas due to the road condi­
tions. After another eight and a half hours 
of attempted sleep (not more than two ac­
complished) and we were back on USD 
soil. 
The blue of the Pacific replaced the 
white capped peaks that we were growing 
accustomed to and Logical Thinking replac­
ed our Ski magazines. The time has come 
to face reality, but we all know that there 
are only four more weeks left before we 
can head for the slopes again. 
If anyone is interested in skiing over 
Christmas, the ski club is sponsoring a trip 
to Aspen Colorado. Look for flyers an­
nouncing the next meeting to find out 
more information. 
"The feel-good movie of 1983." 
The eight star actors deserve one big Oscar. urn this 
funny and ferociously smart movie 
r ,1.-1 < I !!Mf M-V.VIM 
"The Big Chill is masterly, entertaining, in many ways 
irresistible It's rare that a contemporary Hollywood movie 
packs this many full bodied portraits, so knowingly 
written and stunningly well played D.ivui AnM-n^rsi yysvvf i k. 
How much love, sex, fun and 
friendship can a person take? 
They're eight old friends who haven't seen each other 
since the sixties. Searching for something they've lost 
And finding all they need is each other. 
Date: Wed. 12/5/84 
Place: SLH 
Time: 9 p.m. 
THE d 
BIG CHILL 
In a cold world you need your f riends 
to keep you warm. 
"THE BIG CHILL-
TOM BERENGER GLENN CLOSE JEFFGOLDBLUM WILLIAM HURT 
KEVIN KLINE MARY KAY PLACE MEG TILLY JOBETH WILLIAMS 
-CAROL LITTLETON SI,SLL JOHN BAILEY LAWRENCE KASDAN & 
BARBARA BENEDEK MARCIA NASATIR AND LAWRENCE KASDAN 
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Liberals For Wally George Take It All 
The Liberals for Wally George left 
little doubt about who is the best team in 
intramural soccer. A monumental perfor­
mance by Mike Howard's team assured 
them of their first league title. In semifinal 
and championship play, they virtually ob­
literated their opposition by scores of 5-0 
and 7-0. 
In the semifinals against Absolute 
Authority, Howard scored the first of his 
two goals only four minutes into the first 
half. This goal left Absolute Authority 
demoralized and concussed. At the heart 
of a ravaging first half performance stood 
Mary Payne. She hammered home two 
goals with such lightning reactions that 
the result was beyond doubt. Souhbi 
Debbs concluded the scoring which 
guaranteed Liberals for Wally George 
a place in the finals. 
In the other semifinal, Sigma Chi 
defeated Learned Foot and rolled into 
the finals. It was the Sigma Chi women 
who produced the goods when the game 
was still tied 1-1 after two overtime 
periods. Mary Melvin and Kathleen 
Gilmore made no mistakes as each casual­
ly strolled up to the ball and smacked the 
Perry Picks 
Football Winner 
The intramural flag football playoffs get 
underway tomorrow on the sports center 
field. To get a better perspective on the 
likely contenders and probable champion, 
we called in our resident expert, Perry the 
Prognosticator. Perry has agreed to assess 
each team's chances on winning the il­
lustrious title of intramural champion. 
The following is Perry's comments on the 
playoff teams in the order in which they 
are seeded. The numbers in parentheses 
are the current odds on that team winning 
it all. 
Sigma Pi I (9-5): Being undefeated in 
the A league certainly shows that Sigma 
Pi 1 deserves to be the #1 seed. Their ex­
plosive offense centers around quarter­
back Jim McNammee, and "Ace" hasn't 
let them down yet. Having talented re­
ceivers like Whitley Collins, Scott McKay 
and Tim Penick certainly doesn't hurt, 
either. The defense has only given up 12 
points all year. Credit that to the line play 
of Marty Tallman, Tony Samaniego, and 
Mike Licosati. However, all is not well in 
paradise. It is doubtful that Whitley Col­
lins (knee) or Mike Licosati (mono) will be 
at full strength, and should Sigma Pi I 
make the finals, they will be without Scott 
McKay. Still, Sigma Pi I should be able 
to make the championship game, but like 
last year don't expect them to win it. 
S and M Boys (3-1): Peter Andrade, 
Will Creagan, Dan Honikel, Mike 
Preston, Steve DeGennaro, John Stave, 
Keenan Raftery . . . This team has 
enough talent for two teams. Yet in their 
biggest game of the year, they got blown 
out 19-0. Preston is the best drop back 
passer in the league. Andrade runs the 
most precise patterns. However, this is flag 
football and the S and M Boys lack the 
helter-skelter, constantly improvising ap­
proach necessary to win the champion­
ship. The semifinals will be their 
Waterloo. 
Free Bailers (7-2): The Free Bailers 
lost two games early in the year when Eric 
Woods was still trying to draw up plays in 
the dirt. With both endzones being in the 
grass, this type of offense usually doesn't 
score many points. Things have changed 
and the Free Bailers should be the team 
to beat in the playoffs. With apologies to 
McNamee and Preston, Woods is the best 
quarterback in this league. Add a defense 
keyed by the rush of Mark Ginella and the 
result is championship time. 
BAMF's (5-1): Greg Kraus' team played 
their best game of the year when playing 
with only six players against Sigma Pi I. 
Unfortunately, they will probably have 
seven players in their playoff games. As 
should be the case in the playoffs, the #4 
seed will be eliminated in the semifinals. 
Sigma Chi (8-1): You spell Sigma Chi 
R-O-S-S-I. Mike Rossi may be the best 
player in the league and is clearly the 
reason that Sigma Chi won the B league. 
If the player of the week committee did 
not have an aversion to repeat perfor­
mances, Rossi could open up a sweat shirt 
store. Add in the fact that this team 
always plays as if it is possessed (somebody 
should tell Miike Feeney that he is too 
small to play the line), and you have a B 
league champion. However, it is doubtful 
that this adds up to a victory over 
BAMF's, let alone a championship. 
Officers and Gentlemen (25-1): The 
only playoff team with a losing record 
doesn't belong here and certainly won't 
last long. 
G.D.I. (10-1): This team is talented 
enough to have won the B league. They 
didn't because it is difficult to play when 
you are trying to referee at the same time. 
If they can keep their energies focused on 
palying, they could provide an upset or 
two. On the other hand, I wouldn't bet 
the house on it. 
Scoregasm (30-1): Shawn Still's team 
won three in a row to make the playoffs. 
They will be lucky to score any points 
tomorrow and Walter Mondale had a bet­
ter chance of victory. 
Note: The above are the opinions of 
Perry the Prognosticator, not the intra­
mural staff. A look at the current rankings 
will let you know who we feel will be the 
champions. 
penalty kicks home. The Sigma Chi sup­
porters went mad with delight, but alas, 
how could they know what would happen 
to their Cinderella team in the finals. Inc-
dientally, it is rumored that Mike Isaacs, 
captain of Learned Foot kept his team 
on the field for two straight days following 
the loss. Naturally, all they did was prac­
tice penalty kicks. 
In the championship game it was all 
Liberals for Wally George as they 
dismantled Sigma Chi to the tune of 
seven goals. It was simply a case of too 
much fire power as the champions ran riot 
on an overmatched Sigma Chi. Mike 
Howard, Mary Payne, Suzie Peterson, and 
Souhbi Debbs each scored in a 6-0 first 
half. However, it was the great play of 
defenders Rachel Martinez, Kirash 
Dehpanah, John Mulvehill, and Suzanne 
Sitkin that blanked the opposition and 
paved the way for the victory. Mike 
Howard has already started talking about 
a dynasty, and had the nerve to ask the 





The last IM event of the year is here. On 
Saturday, December 8th the IM depart­
ment will host a 5 on 5 basketball tourna­
ment. There is a chance to get your team 
warmed up for next semester's league. 
Due to time limitation, the tournament 
will be limited to the first sixteen teams 
that enter. Entries close on Wednesday, 
December 5th. However, don't wait till 
the last minute to turn your entry in. En­
tries will be taken on a first come first 
serve basis. 
The captains' meeting will be held at 
5:00 p.m. at the Sports Center on 
December 5th. Team rosters are limited to 
ten players of which no varsity players are 
allowed. Join in the fun and play a little 
hoops. Sign-up forms and tournament in­
formation can be obtained at the Sports 





Thursday, Dec. 6, 1984 i 
7:30 p.m. 
Sports Arena 
USD Students $3.00 
Complimentary mugs for 
the first 5,000 people 
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